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Carinthia – Realm of Delights

In the realm of delights
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Carinthia is a realm of delights. At the latest, one
realizes it while wandering through Carinthia’s
twelve delightful regions and sampling their 13
delicious regional products. The clean lakes and
rivers, the pleasant, well-cared-for landscape,
an unspoilt environment and hard-working
farmers and manufacturers produce valuable
foodstuffs. Each region has a leading product:
the tender lamb from the region around Mount
Grossglockner, the tangy Lavanttal Valley apple
wine from the paradise of Carinthia, the spicy
Jauntal Valley salami (to which each landlord
adds his own original recipe), Gailtal Valley
bacon, which melts on the tongue, and the
seductive sweetness of Carnica Honey from the
Rosental Valley are just a few examples of such
incomparable regional delights. You can buy
them straight from the farm or the shop, sample
them in restaurants and rural wine taverns,
and enjoy them on a farm holiday. The Verein
Kärntner Agrarmarketing (Carinthian agrarian
marketing association) has brought together the
high-quality products which make the region so
unique, a place to experience with all the senses,
under the umbrella label “Carinthia, Realm of
Delights”. The umbrella brand stands for highquality foodstuffs and product experiences with

a guaranteed origin in Carinthia. This guarantee
is based on strict criteria and is assured through
regular inspections. There is no compromise as
regards quality, which is guaranteed by means
of identification labels, ranging from the AMA
seal of quality and the Bio-Austria organic
trademark, “Gutes vom Bauernhof” (“Goodness
from the farm”), to EU protected designations.
An overview of Carinthia’s realms of delight:
Lavanttal Valley apple wine, Gailtal Valley
bacon (EU protected geographical indication)
and Gailtal Valley Alpine cheese (EU protected
designation of origin), Gurktal Valley air-cured
bacon, Mölltal Valley Glockner lamb, Görtschitztal
Valley milk, Jauntal Valley buckwheat and salami,
Rosental Valley Carnica Honey, Metnitztal Valley
venison, Nockberge Mountain Alpine pasture
beef, Carinthian Laxn (lake trout) and Central
Carinthian Beef of Blondvieh (a cattle breed).
Verein
Kärntner Agrarmarketing
Messeplatz 1
9020 Klagenfurt
+43 (0)50/77 88
info@genusslandkaernten.at
www.genusslandkaernten.at
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Carinthia, where the south holds sway

Blame the south for the fact that the climate in
Carinthia is milder than it is to the north of the
main Tauern ridge, that the cold north winds are
kept away and the sun lingers longer here than
elsewhere. Carinthia enjoys more sunny days
than other parts of Austria. Even the weather
trough from the Mediterranean is welcome.
The southern climate ensures plenty of snow
in winter and the needful rain which keeps the
meadows, Alpine pastures and fields fresh and
green in summer.
Blame the spicy winds from the Adriatic, which
carry with them a breath of the nearby sea, the
scent of thyme and absinthium from the karst
over the Karawanken Mountains, thus allowing
the Gailtal Valley cheese, bacon, ham and
salami to mature so admirably well. The warm
Breezes heat the lakes up to 27 degrees, making
the spring snows melt faster and ensuring
warm sun until well in October.
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Blame the Mediterranean influence for the
fact that people here are more full of zest for
living, more open and more approachable than
elsewhere. This is apparent in their “live and
let live” attitude to life, as well as the many

festivals, celebrations, village fêtes, choral
societies and in the colourful traditional
costumes. Strangers quickly become friends.
The accommodation here is equally hospitable
– from a high-class five-star hotel to a cosy
holiday on one of the 300 quality-inspected
farms. The inns, rustic wine taverns, which
pamper guests with Carinthian fare are equally
inviting.
Nestling between the Alps and the Adriatic,
the southern influences here are impossible
to miss. The local dialect has a melodious
singsong. Over 300 choirs do full justice to the
inexhaustible treasury of folk songs. Carinthian
cooking, too, borrows extensively from its
neighbours. The nut and poppyseed Potitzen
Rolls, the filled strudel und cereal dishes, salami,
cider, fruit schnapps and homemade sausages
all taste just as good here as in Slovenia.
Carinthian Reindling, a yeast-dough cake filled
with raisins, is closely related to the Friulian
Gibanica. Cjalsons and ravioli are similar to
Carinthian noodles, and here - as there - you’ll
find fruity white wines. One region with three
countries and three languages - three cultures,
yet forming one indivisible unit.
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Carinthia is full of variety

Carinthia has something of everything, and
has it in abundance – such as a sea of lakes.
There are over 200, as well as rushing rivers,
shimmering ponds, plunging waterfalls,
bubbling streams and hot thermal springs. And
pure, clean, carefully-protected drinking water
is found everywhere - even in the lakes.
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The mountains offer enormous variety as well.
Mount Grossglockner watches over the realm
of the hundreds of peaks over 3,000 metres. At
3,798 metres, it’s Austria‘s highest mountain.
The Karawanken Mountains, Carnic Alps and
Gurktal Valley Alps are lined up in a chain, and
between them stand the Nockberge Mountains,
looking more like a pastry than rugged rocks.
There, marmots, ibexes, chamois, yellowbilled choughs, and sometimes even a golden
eagle, the now-rare stone pine, larches and
the fragrant Celtic valerian herb all peacefully
co-exist with human beings. Wide reaches of
this extraordinary mountain landscape have
been declared protected areas: the National
Park Hohe Tauern in Upper Carinthia and the
National Park Nockberge in Central Carinthia.
Carinthia’s mountains are wonderful for

Urlaubsinformation Kärnten
Casinoplatz 1
9220 Velden
+43 (0)463/30 00
info@kaernten.at
www.kaernten.at

walking - an El Dorado for climbers, mountain
bikers, Nordic walkers and lovers of Alpine
pastures, and they are absolutely ideal for
skiing. Over 30 skiing regions are accessible
via numerous cable railways and lifts. Snug
mountain huts, toboggan runs, cross-country
skiing trails and winter hiking trails make the
Carinthian winter both romantic and homely.
This is where Olympic champions like Franz
Klammer and Fritz Strobl learned to ski. Sportlovers are welcome everywhere – and, just for
them, Carinthia has prepared nine golf courses,
countless tennis courts, a dense network of
cycle tracks and bridle paths, hiking trails, and
rafting and paragliding areas. Just to try it out.
And those not taking part themselves can
simply enjoy watching events like the Ironman
Triathlon in July, the Harley Davidson rally,
beach volleyball or football in the futuristic
stadium in Klagenfurt, specially built for the
European Football Championship in 2008.
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Carinthia has personality
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Carinthia has culture
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Carinthia’s traditional events and town
festivals are already legendary. The most
well-known is the Villacher Kirchtag, the
town festival of Villach, at the beginning of
August, where many thousands of visitors
dance, celebrate, feast on Kirchtag soup
with Reindling (a yeast-dough cake filled
with raisins), and drink Kirchtag beer by the
litre. Good-looking girls in their gorgeouslycoloured traditional Gailtal Valley dresses with
stiffly-starched petticoats summon one
and all to dance, swirling over the main
square of Villach to the rhythm of
polkas and waltzes. A contrast is
offered by the many events like
the Star Night in Pörtschach, or
“Wenn die Musi spielt” (“When the
music plays”) in St. Oswald, as well
as cultural highlights at the ruins
of Finkenstein Castle, and the
Carinthischer Sommer in Ossiach.
Enjoy serious theatre at the City Theatre
of Klagenfurt, and humour at the Burghofspiele comedy festival at Friesach Castle,
the Sommerspiele comedy festival at Eberndorf
Abbey and the Sommerspiele comedy festival
at Porcia Palace. The light-hearted muse plays
on the Wörtherseebühne lake stage or at the
ruins of Finkenstein Castle. Carinthia is many
things, but it’s certainly not boring.

It isn’t hard to understand why a region
blessed with such a landscape should
produce so many creative personalities.
An exceptional number of world-famous
artists have come from this southernmost
region of Austria. They have spread out all
over the world, though many are drawn
back to their old homeland. To name
but a few contemporary artists whose
fame reaches far beyond the borders of
Austria: Herbert Böckl, Maria Lassnig, Hans
Stzaudacher, Kiki Kogelnik, Werner Berg,
Cornelius Kolig, Bruno Gironcoli, Franz
Wiegele, Werner Lössl, Peter Krawagna and
Günther Domenig.
Among the most famous writers are
Ingeborg Bachmann, Peter Turrini, Peter
Handke, Christine Lavant and Gert Jonke.
And the list of artists goes on and on:
Gustav Mahler, Johannes Brahms and
Alban Berg weren’t Carinthians, but they
found inspiration for their most beautiful
symphonies at Lake Wörthersee. Another
artist who also achieved world fame in
a lighter genre is the Carinthian bard and
composer, Udo Jürgens.
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Gourmet lambs
and drinking-water fish
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It has to be said: the head of
the 267 peaks higher than
3,000 metres in the National
Park Hohe Tauern is definitely
Mount Grossglockner, at
3,798 metres high. Austria‘s
tallest peak belongs to
Carinthia: a cable car runs up
to the top.
The rocky giants of the
Hohe Tauern, the lush Alpine
pastures, where the golden
eagle soars and the marmot
performs a piping concert,
the gnarled Scots pines and mountain pines,
defying wind and weather, all make this area so
special that it’s been given the protected status
of a National Park. This means that even in the
future it will still be possible to drink one’s fill of
the water of clear streams, explore the Alpine
pastures in hiking boots and go riding over hill
and dale, mounted on well-behaved Haflingers.
The Glockner Lambs which frisk about up here
feast lavishly on the most aromatic herbs
and grasses. No wonder that a lamb roast,
expertly braised in the oven, is a highly-praised
delicacy.

Delightful Addresses
Realm of Delights:
Mölltal Valley Glockner Lamb
+43 (0)664/11 22 825
Realm of Delights:
Gailtal Valley Alpine Cheese
+43 (0)664/521 35 05
Realm of Delights: Gailtal Valley Bacon
+43 (0)4282/34 35

The Carnic Alps are just high enough for the
south winds to blow a salty breath of the
Adriatic over them. This climate offers the best
conditions for maturing the famous Alpine
cheese and the tender, streaky bacon. Gailtal
Valley Alpine cheese and Gailtal Valley bacon
are an EU-protected trademark. You have to
go to the Gailtal Valley in order to enjoy the
delicacy – preferably at one of the rollicking
festivals, where one can taste one’s way
Through the range of products and specialities.
One such hearty delicacy is “Frigga”, a calorierich hotchpotch of bacon, cheese and eggs.
Very substantial, but wickedly delicious.
The culinary range is rounded off with fish from
the clear lakes. Enviable whitefish, lake trout
and char, which frolic in Lake Millstättersee or
Lake Weissensee: they swim in crystal-clear
drinking water – a luxury that few fish can still
afford.
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In the realm of two and three-thousand-metre
mountain peaks, Carinthia is a high flier. Here in
the Alps, nature affords a rich feast: for, lambs
and cows feed on a gourmet diet in the National
Park region. The juicy, aromatic grasses pass on
their flavour to the milk, the cheese and the
meat, and restaurant landlords make delicious
meals from them. Gourmet hiking over the
gentle Nock peaks, past waterfalls and cool
streams, is an absolute must here. Alpine hut
landlords always have a good snack ready.
Naturally accompanied by the marmot’s piping
song!
Description of the route
• Take the road from Spittal to Heiligenblut, visit to the Gothic church
• Gold-panning in Heiligenblut +43(0)4824/21 09
• Return through the Mölltal Valley, lunch at the Schlosswirt in Grosskirchheim  
+43 (0)4825/411
• Visit the cultural town of Gmünd with 14 galleries and exhibitions  
+43 (0)4732/22 15-24
• Take the Nockalmstrasse high pasture road into the National Park Nockberge
Mountains, stopping at the Glockenhütte Alpine hut for a snack
+43 (0)4279/72 13
• Detour to the ancient Karlbad baths, where you soak in wooden tubs
+43(0)4240/82 12
• Continue to Bad Kleinkirchheim, dinner in the Loystubn
+43(0)4240/744
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Shopping

Nockfleisch Patergassen (beef)
+43 (0)664/60 24 26 004
Mallhof, Bad Kleinkirchheim
+43 (0)4240/83 32 80
Hansjürg Aschbacher, Malta (honey)
+43 (0)664/49 02 015
Josef Obweger, Millstatt (cheese)
+43 (0)650/32 44 112
Hüblbauer, Bad Kleinkirchheim
+43 (0)4240/337
Ingrid Brugger, Millstatt (fish from Lake
Millstätter See) +43 (0)664/62 54 252
Heidi Feichter, Spittal (farm shop with
farm produce) +43 (0)4762/52 88
Josef Reichhold, Stall/Mölltal
+43 (0)4823/82 81
Webstube, Heiligenblut
+43 (0)4824/24 40
Knopfmacherstube, Heiligenblut
+43 (0)664/15 56 379

Sightseeing

Gold-digger village Heiligenblut
+43 (0)4824/20 01-0
Car Museum Porsche, Gmünd
+43 (0)4732/24 71
Monastery Stift Millstatt
+43 (0)4766/37 00 00
Palace Schloss Porcia with its Comedy
Festival, Spittal +43 (0)4762/42 02 010
Castle Burg Sommeregg
mit Foltermuseum +43 (0)4762/81 391
Castle Schloss Grosskirchheim
+43 (0)4825/421
Castle Alte Burg, Gmünd
+43 (0)4732/36 39

Eating & Drinking

Gasthaus Gute Quelle, Lassach
+43(0)676/84 47 77 844
Restaurant Metzgerwirt, Radenthein
+43 (0)4246/20 52
Restaurant Mettnitzer, Spittal
+43 (0)4762/35 899
Gasthof Kleinsasserhof, Spittal
+43 (0)4762/22 92
Gasthof Seebacher, Gmünd
+43 (0)4278/257
Gasthof Die Gartenrast, Radenthein
+43 (0)4246/20 17
Gasthof Haslerwirt, Radenthein
+43 (0)4246/20 14
Malteinerhof, Malta +43 (0)4733/206
Gasthof Sportalm, St. Oswald
+43 (0)4240/82 02
Restaurant Dorfstüberl, Heiligenblut
+43 (0)4824/20 19

Nature

Gorge Raggaschlucht, Flattach
+43 (0)4785/615
Grossglockner High Alpine Road
+43 (0)662/ 87 36 73-0
Masonry dam Kölnbreinsperre, Malta
+43 (0)50/31 33 22 59
National Park Hohe Tauern
+43 (0)4825/61 610
National Park Nockberge Mountains
+43 (0)4275/70 89
Waterfall Fallbach, Malta +43
(0)4733/22 015
Waterfall Jungfernsprung,
Heiligenblut +43 (0)4824/27 00
Mountain railways Bad Kleinkirchheim
+43 (0)4240/82 82
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Bacon Route

Where nature decks the table
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Gailtal Valley Bacon owes its special quality to
the air which flows up from the south into the
Gailtal Valley. It’s so unique that the “Gailtal
Valley Bacon” trademark is protected by the EU.
Bacon and Alpine cheese, good schnapps and
crisp farmhouse bread from the Lesachtal Valley
– could anyone wish for a more delicious snack?
And you definitely need it when you go out on
a tour of one of the most beautiful landscapes
in Carinthia. Lake Weissensee and the Lesachtal
Valley have already been given numerous
awards for their unspoilt natural scenery.
Description of the route

•
•
•
•
•
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Stroll and shop in the town of Hermagor
Go through the Gitschtal Valley on Lake Weissensee
Raft trip on Lake Weissensee +43(0)4713/21 07
Continue through the Gailberg Saddle to Kötschach-Mauthen
Shop at Herwig Ertl Quality Grocer’s Shop (delicacies from the Alpine-Adriatic
region) +43 (0)4715/246
Lunch in the Landhaus Kellerwand in Kötschach-Mauthen +43 (0)4715/269
Continue into the Lesachtal Valley
Visit to the pilgrimage church of Maria Luggau
Visit to the Tuffbades St. Lorenzen +43 (0)4716/622 or short hike  
Dinner at Bachmann‘s in Hermagor and shopping for fish specialities
+43 (0)4282/20 69

Bad
Eisenkappel

Shopping

Herwig Ertl Quality Grocer’s Shop,
delicacies from the Alpine-Adriatic
region +43 (0)4715/246
Bauernladen St. Danieler G‘schäft
+43 (0)4718/88 57
Gottfried Rass, Jenig
Jenig (Gailtal Valley Alpine cheese and
bacon) +43 (0)664/46 17 769
Gabriele Pernul, Gundersheim
(soft cheese and Alpine cheese)
+43 (0)4284/670
Lorenz Thurner, Egg near Hermagor
(bacon) +43 (0)4282/44 09
Essl Rucksäcke, Hermagor
www.rucksack.at

Nature

Gorge Garnitzenklamm, Hermagor
+43 (0)4282/20 43-0
The rare Wulfenia flower on the
Gartnerkofel mountain, Nassfeld
Cable railway on the Nassfeld
+43(0)4285/82 41
Tuffbad, St. Lorenzen
+43 (0)4716/622
Adventure pool at Lake Pressegger See
+43 (0)4282/33 88
Mountain railway on the Naggler Alm
high pasture +43 (0)4713/22 69
Reisskofelbad, Jenig
+43 (0)4284/270
Bad St. Daniel, Dellach
+43 (0)4718/590
Summer toboggan run Pendolino
on the Nassfeld

Eating & Drinking

Almwellnesshotel Tuffbad Dörfl,
St. Lorenzen +43 (0)4716/622
Biedermeierschlössl Lerchenhof,
Hermagor, +43 (0)4282/21 00
Pfeffermühle, Kötschach
+43 (0)4715/560
Paternwirt, Maria Luggau
+43 (0)4716/288
Die Forelle, Techendorf
+43 (0)4713/23 56

Sightseeing

Castle Schloss Möderndorf and
Gailtaler Heimatmuseum, Hermagor
+43 (0)4282/30 60
Mill Trail, Maria Luggau
+43 (0)4716/24 212
Museum Nötscher Kreis, Nötsch
+43 (0)4256/36 64
Castle Schloss Wasserleonburg, Nötsch
+43 (0)4256/21 41
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Special Topic 1 / Water

Special Topic 1 / Water

Carinthia in her element

An enterprising Carinthian has long realized
where the wealth of Lake Millstätter See lay. He
buys anglers’ daily catch and sells Carinthian
Laxn (as the lake trout, with their tender pink
flesh, are called) to Viennese restaurateurs, as a
Carinthian speciality.
The fish have a good life in the Carinthian
lakes: they frolic in crystal-clear, drinkingquality waters. Both guests and locals reap the
benefits - for this region is very rich in lakes:
over 200, according to official figures. Small
and large, fathoms deep and emerald green,
embedded between the Tauern, Carnic Alps and
the Karawanken Mountains – all of them pure
and pleasantly warm. But it isn’t only the lakes
which make Carinthia such a water-rich land:
it bubbles from thousands of springs, flows
in great rivers and streams, quivers in shady
ponds, trickles from countless rills, steams out
of over 60 hot springs, and plunges foaming
into the depths in mighty waterfalls. Carinthia,
a water adventure land of the highest calibre as is shown by the quality of her water, which
the Carinthians guard so carefully.
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Fish on the table – Restaurants

Hot water – Thermal springs

Bachmann‘s, Hermagor
+43 (0)4282/20 69
Landhaus Kellerwand,
Kötschach-Mauthen
+43 (0)4715/269
Die Forelle, Millstatt
+43 (0)4766/20 500
Wulfenia Stüberl, Nassfeld
+43 (0)4285/81 110
Die Forelle, Techendorf am Weissensee
+43 (0)4713/23 56

Tuffbad, St. Lorenzen im Lesachtal
+43(0)4716/24 212
Reisskofelbad, Jenig
+43 (0)4284/270

Further suggestions in Carinthia
Forellengasthof Lauchart, Lölling
+43 (0)4263/402
Restaurant Maria Loretto, Klagenfurt
+43 (0)463/24 465
Kulturwirtshaus Bachler,
Treibach Althofen
+43 (0)4262/38 35
Fischrestaurant Sicher, Tainach
+43 (0)4239/26 38
Seebacher, Gnesau
+43 (0)4278/257
Fischzucht Kärnten Fisch, Feld am See
+43 (0)4246/23 45

Further suggestions in Carinthia
Bad Bleiberg
+43 (0)4244/90 500
Bad Weissenbach,
St. Margarethen/Lavanttal
+43 (0)4352/34 588
Warmbad Villach
+43 (0)4242/30 01-0
Bad Eisenkappel
+43 (0)4238/90 500
Karlbad, Nockberge
+43 (0)4246/34 30
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Special Topic 2 / Hiking

Not only millers
enjoy hiking
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In its heyday, over 200 mills clattered on
the gurgling stream in the Lesachtal Valley.
Farmers harnessed the power of the water to
grind the grain and to operate cable railways
up to high-altitude Alpine pastures, as well as
for saw mills and threshing machines. The mills
have gradually disappeared, but the streams
remain. Nostalgic remnants of unhurried,
traditional trades and handicrafts are still to
be found. Lovingly restored and still clattering
round. The Mühlenwanderweg (Mill Hiking
Trail) from Maria Luggau leads past five fullypreserved mills to the Mühlenmuseum (Mill
Museum), which commemorates the millers’
hard work. As hiking is not just a miller’s hobby,
many hundreds of hiking trails run through the
unspoiled nature of the Hochtal Valley - a valley
which has already won many environmental
prizes for its pure, pristine quality.
Where hiking is concerned, Carinthia is second
to none. There are countless variations of
hiking route: you can hike around lakes, go
on a pleasure walk from cultural monument
to art treasure, ramble over stock and stone
in the high Alpine terrain, or walk over gentle
meadows and through rugged gorges. The

Exhilarating trails
Mill Trail, Maria Luggau
+43 (0)4716/24 212
Kneipp Water-Stepping Hiking Trail
Kaning, Radenthein
+43 (0)4246/24 41
Mills Apriacher Stockmühlen,
Heiligenblut +43 (0)4825/61 61
Gold-Panning, Heiligenblut
+43 (0)4224/21 09
Giant Swing Mega Dive, Hermagor
+43(0)4282/31 31
Garnitzenklamm, Hermagor
+43 (0)4282/20 43-0
Gaislochklamm, Berg im Drautal
+43 (0)4712/532-18
Raggaschlucht, Flattach
+43(0)4785/615

trails are well-signposted and impossible to
miss. And sometimes you just want to gaze
down from a high place: the many cable
railways offer a comfortable ascent.

Further suggestions in Carinthia
Tscheppaschlucht, Ferlach
+43 (0)4227/33 04
Trögener Klamm, Bad Eisenkappel
+43 (0)4238/86 86
Waterfall Wildensteiner Wasserfall,
Grafenstein
+43(0)664/33 73 204
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Special Topic 3 / Riding

Riding to the 3,000-metre
mountains on Haflingers
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Already as a small boy, Toni Sauper, the owner
of Hotel Schlosswirt in Grosskirchheim in the
Mölltal Valley, listened to the enthralling stories
told by his father Hubert. He told of traders who
transported salt and furs on steady-tempered
horses over the Hohe Tauern to the south, and
brought back wine, spices and beautiful fabrics.
An arduous but efficient Medieval transport
operation. Toni Sauper has developed the
pack train operation further and turned it
into an Alpine riding experience for tourists.
His twelve sturdy Haflingers could have been
made for these mountains: they carry tourists
sure-footedly through the superb landscape
of the Hohe Tauern, up to the Apriacher Alm
high pasture and into the Gradental Valley.
Tied together and led, but with no casks of
wine on their saddles. Sauper is convinced that
“being on horseback brings you even closer to
nature”. Even without a horse, the National
Park Hohe Tauern is well worth visiting. On the
Grossglockner Hochalpenstrasse (High Alpine
Road) you’re looking straight at the brow of
the highest mountain in Austria. You can go
on a photo safari with the game wardens of
the National Park, and watch the ibexes and
chamois on their climbing tours. Or how about
a self-catering hut, where being in the midst of
nature is the greatest luxury?

Natural Addresse
www.alpinreiten.com
National Park Hohe Tauern
+43 (0)4825/61 61
Riding therapy
+43 (0)4246/44 16
Further suggestions
Reit Eldorado Kärnten
+43 (0)4212/28 880-6939
www.reit-eldorado.at
Riding stables
+43 (0)463/33 00 99
www.urlaubambauernhof.com
Pferdeland Kärnten
+43 (0)4212/28 880-6939
www.pferdelandkaernten.at
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An entire town as a work of art
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Once, it was an idyllic, small Medieval town at
the gateway to the Dreitausender, as mountains
over 3,000 metres are called. Then the artists
arrived in Gmünd. Now it’s a small town
which has performed the remarkable feat of
becoming a highly-regarded artists’ town. Was
it the inspiring climate or the pioneers, such as
the art-loving Miklautz family, the artist couple
Birgit Bachmann and Fritz Russ, who live in
the artists’ colony in Gmünd, or the energetic
culture manager Erika Schuster, who breathed
fresh life into the town? Little by little, old
houses and courtyards and historical buildings
have been lovingly restored. They offer artistic
space for galleries, antique stores, exhibitions
of contemporary artists and new talent, and
theatrical and musical performances. Nowhere
else can you find such an attractive, richlyvaried cultural programme. But what makes
Gmünd so unique is the colourful crowd of
artists who live and work in the town’s guest
artist studios in summer. You can meet them

Examples of Art-Mindedness

Further suggestions in Carinthia

Town Museum
House Gallery and Sculptures
Garden Birgit Bachmann &
Fritz Russ
Photo Gallery Gmünd
Pankratium
Arts and Crafts House Gmünd
Old Town Gallery
International guest artist studios
Painting workshops
Guided tours of Gmünd

Wappensaal, Klagenfurt
+43 (0)50/536-30552
Town Museum, Friesach
+43(0)4268/26 00
Carinthian Museum of Modern
Art MMKK, Klagenfurt
+43 (0)463/536-30542
Werner Berg Gallery, Bleiburg
+43 (0)4235/21 10 27
Museum Nötscher Kreises,
Nötsch +43 (0)4256/36 64

+43 (0)4732/22 15-24
www.stadt-gmuend.at

there and watch them at work. And then there’s
Luk – you mustn’t forget to pay Luk a visit. He’s
the art-loving landlord and owner of Lodron
Castle, high above the town, who not only has
the best culinary treats, such as Spätzle (small
dumplings) and Kasnudeln (cheese noodles)
ready for you, but also spiritual treats like
literary readings or jazz sessions. There are also
(and this too is art of a kind) the vintage cars at
the Porsche Museum in Gmünd. All events can
be found in the annual art calendar.
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Festivals

Celebrating festivals as they come

Once a year, the region’s delicacies are celebrated
in big festivals. In Hermagor, it’s the Bacon
Festival, and in Kötschach Mauthen, the Cheese
Festival. Lovers of such culinary delights can
celebrate to the full together
with the local people,
taste their way through
the specialities and take
their favourite bacon or
cheese home with them –
items which are plentifully
on sale during the festivals.
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“Kufenstechen” Barrel-Bashing Festival in St. Stefan at Whitsuntide
Gailtal Valley Bacon Festival in Hermagor in June
Herb Festival in Irschen in July
Alpine Cheese Festival on one of the Gailtal Valley Alpine
Dairies’ high pastures in July
Fish Festival in Feld am See in August
Kaiser Festival in Millstatt in August
Honey Festival in Hermagor in August
Venison Festival in Seeboden in August
Carinthian Noodle Festival in Oberdrauburg in August
Pancake Festival in Baldramsdorf in August
Glockner Lamb Festival in Heiligenblut in September
Potato Festival in Greifenburg in September
Gailtal Valley Cheese Festival in Kötschach Mauthen in September
Lesachtal Valley Village & Bread Festival in Liesing in September
Potato Festival in St. Paul/Gailtal in September
Apple Festival in Kirchbach/Gailtal in October
Gitschtal Valley Herb Festival in Weissbriach in October
“Polenta” Maize Semolina Festival in Nötsch in October
Chestnut Festival in Reisach/Gailtal in October
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Direct Farm Marketers

Goodness straight from the farmer
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Home-made food is always in season and tastes
better than ever today. Whether at farmers’
markets, on the farm, at regional events or in
country shops – in this age of fast food and
instant meals, farm products are becoming
increasingly popular. The Carinthian farmers
invest all their traditional knowledge, passion
and enthusiasm into processing their agricultural
products. Whoever enjoys them is enjoying a
piece of Carinthian nature. It all tastes wonderful
- the home-made bread straight from the wood
stove, the sausages, the bacon, the ham and the
milk (which tastes completely different on a
farm from milk with a long expiry date). Anyone
who’s ever tasted the fruity jams, the cakes rich
in eggs, the golden-yellow butter or a Carinthian
farmwife’s home-made noodles will nostalgically
yearn for the taste of Carinthia ever afterwards.
Through such products, you learn to understand
the farmers’ way of life and their reverential
relationship with food. It greatly enriches one’s
philosophy of life to know where products come
from and how they’re made; to feel confident
that the delicious food you’re being served has
come from unspoilt nature. The certificate of
origin “Gutes vom Bauernhof” (“Goodness
from the farm“) offers an assurance of quality

and origin, and
is awarded only
to farms which
conform to strict
quality criteria and
nationwide guidelines.
Consumers’ desire for
guaranteed freshness, origin and quality has
given fresh impetus to the farmers’ direct
marketing initiative.
The quality programme offered by the
Landwirtschaftskammer (regional economic
chamber) and the Landesverband der
bäuerlichen Direktvermarkter (regional
association of direct farm marketers) gives
this branch of industry active, practical help in
professionalising its methods.
Landesverband
Bäuerlicher Direktvermarkter
Museumsgasse 5
9020 Klagenfurt
+43 (0)463/58 50-1393
direktvermarkter@lk-kaernten.at
www.gutesvombauernhof.at
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Carinthian pub culture

Living culinary tradition

A love of down-home cooking and the
painstaking preparation of dishes made from
original, home-grown products – this is the
heart of genuine Carinthian pub culture.
Carinthian pubs are still extremely cosy centres
of communication, where you can eat and
drink superbly well, meet friendly people and
where you still get real value for money. Every
landlord in the region has something special to
offer. The landlord’s family lends the convivial
establishment a distinctive charm, characterised
by openness, kindness and hospitality. Building
styles and traditional dishes differ according to
landscape and region: ranging from the Tauern
lambs and the hearty bacon snack which you’ll
be served in the Alpine landscape of Upper
Carinthia, and the delicious Carinthian noodles
and the strong, spicy Carinthian Ritschert
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(barley casserole), to the overflowing meat
platter and the “Saure Suppe” (“sour soup”)
in the guesthouses of South Carinthia – the
procession of culinary delicacies stretches
right across the region. In many places, the
pub has become a well-loved venue for all life’s
major events: whether christenings, weddings,
family festivities, funeral gatherings, cultural
and sporting events or club parties – the pub is
a place for getting together. The landlord, the
social hub of every village, not only takes care of
everyone’s physical wellbeing with traditional
cooking - but also, as a communicator, has the
important task of bringing together the local
inhabitants and guests. Carinthian landlords
are important guardians of culture. Thanks to
their special dishes and recipes, they ensure that
traditional Carinthian cooking carries on.
Verein der Kärntner Wirtshauskultur
Europlatz 1
9020 Klagenfurt
+43 (0)676/70 86 069
kaernten@wirtshaus.com
www.wirtshaus.com
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Restaurateurs’ cooperative partnerships

Restaurateurs’ cooperative partnerships

throughout the region

Had‘nwirte

Rosentaler Reigen

1 Landgasthof Hafner, Neuhaus
+43 (0)4356/20 44
2 Landgasthaus Luckner, Neuhaus
+43 (0)4356/23 41
3 Gasthof Hartl vlg. „Zum Wirt“, Neuhaus
+43 (0)4356/20 41
4 Gasthaus-Pension Sternjak, Neuhaus
+43 (0)4356/20 35

18 Gasthaus Stefaner, Feistritz
+43 (0)4228/21 35
19 B erggasthof-Pension Lausegger, Unterbergen
+43 (0)4227/62 60
20 G
 asthaus „Auf der Huab`n“ Plasch, Ferlach
+43 (0)4227/23 70
21 F amilienhof Sereinig, Unterbergen
+43 (0)4227/63 00
22 G
 asthaus Seher, Ludmannsdorf
+43 (0)4228/20 87
23 Landgasthof Plöschenberg, Köttmannsdorf
+43 (0)4220/22 40
24 G
 asthaus Terklbauer, Ferlach
+43 (0)4227/71 01
25 A lt-Kärntner Gasthof Antonitsch, Ferlach
+43 (0)4227/22 26
26 G
 asthaus Ogris, Strau
+43 (0)4227/22 12
27 Gasthof Ratz, 9162 Strau
+43 (0)4227/23 28
28 G
 asthof „Deutscher Peter“, Unterbergen
+43 (0)4227/62 20
29 Gasthaus-Gostišce-Trattoria Ogris, Ludmannsdorf
+43 (0)4228/22 49
30 G
 asthof „Zum Blauen Aff´n“, Ferlach
+43 (0)4227/23 32

Spargelwirte
5 Brunnwirt Kassel, Guttaring
+43 (0)4262/81 25
  6 Gasthof Liegl, St. Georgen/Längsee
+43 (0)4213/21 24
7 Landgasthof Seebacher, Gnesau
+43 (0)4278/257
8 Gasthof-Pension Leitner, Greifenburg
+43 (0)4712/344
9 Der Tschebull, Egg
+43 (0)4254/21 91
10 Krumpendorferhof, Krumpendorf
+43 (0)4229/23 01
11 Landgasthof Loigge, St. Paul
+43 (0)4357/20 56
12 Landgasthof Neugebauer, Lölling
+43 (0)4263/407
13 Landgasthof Plöschenberg, Köttmannsdorf
+43 (0)4220/22 40
14 Restaurant Bachler, Althofen
+43 (0)4262/38 35
15 Restaurant-Hotel Metzgerwirt, Radenthein
+43 (0)4246/20 52
16 Biedermeier Schlössl Lerchenhof, Hermagor
+43 (0)4282/21 00
17 Restaurant Pavillon, Velden
+43 (0)4274/51 109
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Lavanttaler Gastlichkeit
31 R estaurant Oldtimer, Preitenegg
+43 (0)4354/22 93
32 Gasthof Buchbauer, Bad St. Leonhard
+43 (0)4350/81 77
33 A lpengasthof Hochegger, Bad St. Leonhard
+43 (0)4350/81 67
34 C afé-Restaurant Zoitl, Bad St. Leonard
+43 (0)350/23 48
35 C afé-Restaurant Gutschi, St. Gertraud
+43 (0)4352/71 902
36 B K 12, Wolfsberg
+43 (0)4352/37 707

37 Hotel Dölder, Wolfsberg
+43 (0)4352/26 98
38 C afé-Bar-Lounge, Wolfsberg
+43 (0)664/91 71 262
39 G
 asthof Silberberg, Wolfsberg
+43 (0)4352/22 58
40 A lpengasthof Preimserwirt, St. Margarethen
+43 (0)4352/61 389
41 Gasthof Thürnerwirt, St. Stefan
+43 (0)4352/81 200
42 Alpengasthof Waldrast, St. Stefan
+43 (0)4352/22 77
43 G
 asthof Deutscher, St. Andrä
+43 (0)4352/22 80
44 Gasthof-Restaurant Harrach, Lavamünd
+43 (0)4356/26 62

Hemmaland-Wirte
45 Gasthof Leitner, Wildbad Einöd
+43 (0)4268/28 24
46 G
 urktalerhof, Weitensfeld
+43 (0)4265/74 61
47 B urgschenke am Petersberg, Friesach
+43 (0)4268/50 030
48 C afe-Konditorei Craigher, Friesach
+43 (0)4268/22 95
49 D
 ie Burg - Spektakeldinner, Friesach
+43 (0)4268/22 32
50 F riesacherhof, Friesach
+43 (0)4268/21 23
51 Josefiwirt - Stelzenhaus, Friesach
+43 (0)4268/26 28
52 K ärntner Gasthof Lueder, Friesach
+43 (0)4268/31 06
53 Kurvenwirt - Olsastüberl, Friesach
+43 (0)4268/34 70
54 Metnitztalerhof, Friesach
+43 (0)4268/25 10-0
55 S chenke „Zum Krebsen“, Friesach
+43 (0)4268/23 36
56 Speckladle Höferer, Friesach
+43 (0)4268/23 92

57 Gasthof „Weißer Wolf“, Friesach
+43 (0)4268/22 63
58 Gasthof Erian, Gurk
+43 (0)4266/82 22
59 Hemma- Stub‘n, Gurk
+43 (0)4266/85 16
60 Metnitzerhof, Metnitz
+43 (0)4267/600-0
61 Gasthaus Knafl - Bäckwirt, Grades
+43 (0)4267/340
62 Braukeller zu Hirt, Hirt
+43 (0)4268/20 50-45
63 Das Herrenhaus, Strassburg
+43 (0)4266/22 51
64 Gasthof Seiser, Strassburg
+43 (0)4266/22 25
65 Schlossrestaurant Strassburg, Strassburg
+43 (0)4266/28 04
66 Kärntner Kulturwirtshaus Bachler, Althofen
+43 (0)4262/38 35
67 Hotel-Restaurant Prechtlhof, Althofen
+43 (0)4262/26 14
68 Alpengasthof Isopp, Flattnitz
+43 (0)4269/214

Die 7 Gailtaler
69 Panoramahotel Hauserhof, Hermagor
+43 (0)4282/22 86
70 Berggasthof Mösslacher, Hermagor
+43 (0)4282/22 89
71 Biedermeier Schlössl Lerchenhof, Hermagor
+43 (0)4282/21 00
72 Ramsbacherhof, Hermagor
+43 (0)4285/284
73 Hotel Hubertushof, Hermagor
+43 (0)4282/447 03
74 Gasthof Waldemar, Hermagor
+43 (0)4282/22 66
75 Radnighof,Hermagor
+43 (0)4282/26 09
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Coffee culture in Carinthia
Specialists in coffee

Places of Interest

Fairy-Tale Trail

Carinthian café culture.
Haven’t you heard?
You’ll be amazed!
About 50 catering businesses in Carinthia
have made coffee the centre of their range
of services. A good coffee, a well-assorted
range of newspapers and magazines, obliging
service and interesting conversation with
other guests: these are the ingredients which
make a good café.
The typical café offers a wide variety of coffees,
in accordance with its visitors’ various tastes
and moods. Espresso, cappuccino and caffè
latte are especially widespread in Carinthia –
reflecting its closeness to Italy! No less popular
are Melange (white coffee) or Verlängerter (light
coffee), which are commonly regarded as one
and the same drink - though not, however, by
the specialists running the cafés: for whereas
a Melange is an Espresso with hot milk and
milk froth on top, hot water only is added to a
Verlängerter.
Many cafés also offer small snacks whether bread rolls, small hot dishes or a
selection of pastries and gateaus.
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Enjoy fun and games for the whole family in the
midst of nature. It’s off to the Märchenwandermeile
(“Fairy-Tale Trail”) in the Taca-Tuca Tractor. On the
idyllic Waldwanderweg (“Forest Hiking Trail”),
you can try out one of the longest rope bridges
in the Alps, spanning a length of 175 m, and also
meet “Schluchti” and “Meilino” - the dragons. For
the really brave, there’s even a “witches’ ride” high
in the air above the 80 m-deep Drachenschlucht
(“Dragon Gorge”). On your way, you’ll meet the
witch “Kniesebein”, come across many fairy-tale
and game stopping points, a red deer park, ponyrides, places where you can stop for a bite, and
much more. The Fairy-Tale Trail is suitable for
pushchairs. Closed in rainy weather!
Opening times: Middle of May to end of
September, 9.30 a.m. to 4.30 p.m.
9852 Trebesing, Trebesing 15
+43 (0)4732/30 00
office@babydorf.at
www.babydorf.at

Places of Interest

Coffee Culture

at the baby and children’s village
of Trebesing

Tressdorfer Alm
Alpine pasture

Austria’s only Alpine show dairy
At the show dairy on the Tressdorfer Alm Alpine
pasture, you can see how a wide variety of cheese
and whey products are made from the dailyfresh Alpine milk. Gailtal Valley Alpine cheese,
Camembert, cream cheese, smoked whey cheese,
goat’s cheese and sour cream butter. From the
middle of June to the middle of September, from
9 a.m. to 2 p.m., you can admire the skill with
which the cheese-maker lifts the curds out of the
cauldron and presses them into moulds. Gailtal
Valley Alpine cheese is already a recognised name,
well-known to cheese gourmets. You can sample
all the cheese products at the Alpine pasture
guesthouse, and buy some to take home with
you. The Tressdorfer Alm Alpine pasture is also
accessible to coach parties via a well-constructed
newly-asphalted road.
9620 Hermagor, Nassfeld 62
+43 (0)676/40 41 401
hannes.dollinger@tressdorferalm.at
www.tressdorferalm.at
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Central Carinthia

Fun and sexy
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A heaving sea of teenagers in scanty shirts,
bikinis and shorts shout, dance, jump and
cheer, sitting in the bleachers in the eastern
bay of Lake Wörthersee. Below them, people
are playing volleyball on the white sand. Wiry
bodies, lightly clad, strapping brown - they
go at the game for all they’re worth. At the
Beachvolley Grand Slam in August, it isn’t just
time for sport in Carinthia’s largest natural
swimming pool – above all, it‘s party-time.
Yet Central Carinthia also has culture to offer:
on the Zollfeld, to the north of the lively
regional capital, Klagenfurt, stands the cradle
of Carinthia, so to speak. Here, you’ll find Celtic
and Roman excavations, the Herzogstuhl
(Duke’s Chair) on which Carinthia’s dukes were
enthroned, as well as hundreds of castles and
palaces.
Carinthia’s variety-rich central region extends
from the rugged Karawanken Mountains to
the south, through the Rosental Valley, where
the Carinthian bees produce the finest honey
from the lushly-blooming flower meadows,
and over the culture-rich cities of Klagenfurt,
St. Veit and Friesach, to finally lose itself in the
Nockberge Mountains. Meanwhile, thanks to
its uniqueness, this gentle mountain formation
has been declared a National Park. Here,
and only here, can one gather the curative,
intensely-scented Celtic valerian. Which brings
us to the subject of food: this area is famous for

making Carinthia‘s favourite meal, Carinthian
noodles. The special feature isn‘t the dough
or the filling, but the crimped edge. It requires
nimble fingers to seal the dough so artistically.
A folk proverb says: “A lass who can’t crimp
noodles won’t find a husband” – which must be
the reason so many Carinthian girls stay single
nowadays! But the diversity of the region also
dishes up many more delicacies: pike, carp,
sheatfish, whitefish and lake trout (Carinthian
Laxn), which are fished or bred in the pure
lakes. As a bonus, in Central Carinthia the
abundantly-decked table is also garnished with
aromatic Metnitztal Valley venison or Gurktal
Valley air-cured bacon.

Delightful Addresses
Realm of Delights: Nockberge
Mountain Alpine pasture beef
+43 (0)4275/301
Realm of Delights: Carinthian
Laxn (lake trout)
+43 (0)4246/23 45
Realm of Delights: Metnitztal
Valley Venison
+43 (0)664/12 32 872
Realm of Delights: Gurktal
Valley Air-Cured Bacon
+43 (0)4266/22 25
Realm of Delights: Rosental
Valley Carnica Honey
+43 (0) 4227/51 19
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A tale of castle damsels and the fair youth
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Heiligenblut
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Eating & Drinking

Gasthaus Kollerwirt, Affelsdorf
+43 (0)4223/24 55
Gipfelrestaurant Magdalensberg
+43 (0)4224/22 49
La Torre, St. Veit +43 (0)4212/39 250
Braukeller Hirt +43 (0)4268/20 50-45
Metnitztalerhof, Friesach
+43 (0)4268/25 10
Gasthaus “Zur Bauernstub’n”, Sirnitz
+43 (0)4279/564
Wirtshaus Kunsthandwerk, Liebenfels
+43 (0)4215/28 94

Description of the route
• Visit to the Cathedral of Maria Saal +43 (0)463/53 72 23
• Tour of Maria Saal Cathedral +43 (0)4223/22 54
• Detour to the Herzogstuhl, or ducal chair, where Carinthia’s princes were
enthroned
• Romano-Celtic excavations and the “Youth of Magdalensberg”
+43 (0)4224/22 55
• Continue on to Burg Hochosterwitz, a castle straight out of a fairy-tale  
+43 (0)4213/20 20
• Lunch at  Gasthaus Liegl +43 (0)4213/21 240
• Continue, via Kraig, to Gurk, visit to the Romanesque Cathedral of Gurk
+43 (0)4266/82 360
• Visit to the old fortified church in Deutsch-Griffen
• Stop at Schloss Albeck Castle for coffee and cake and to buy typical souvenirs
+43 (0)4279/30 34
• Continue, via Feldkirchen, to St. Veit
• Stroll and shop in the town of St. Veit
• Dinner at the Restaurant Vitus +43 (0)4212/30 080

St. Paul i. L.

Griffen

Feistritz

KötschachMauthen

Nowhere can you find as many castles and
palaces, fortified churches and cathedrals
of Romanesque origin, as here. A region rich
in history and works of art. Traces left by the
Romans and Celts, small historical towns,
a fairy-tale castle and lots of hidden art
treasures. It goes without saying that, in a
region this rich in culture, you can also eat and
drink superbly. Here, food for the body and the
soul are in harmony.
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Nature

Golf course St. Veit Längsee
+43(0)4213/41 41 30
Hiking region Hochrindl
Summer toboggan run Nocky Flitzer
on the Turrach mountain

Sightseeing
Shopping

Thomas Jordan, Maria Saal, (bread, milk
and bacon) +43 (0)664/43 22 365
Isabella Kelz, Goggerwenig
(fruit products) +43 (0)664/51 00 066
Karl Meierhofer, St. Veit (meat)
+43(0)664/79 03 066
Fleischerei Seiser, Straßburg
(Gurktal Valley air-cured bacon) ,
+43 (0)4266/22 25
Metnitztaler Wild Association, Metnitz
(venison) +43 (0)664/12 32 872
Edelheiss traditional costume fashion,
Goggerwenig +43(0)4212/28 30 219

Hotel Fuchspalast, St. Veit
+43(0)4212/46 60
Castle Schloss Tanzenberg with church
and frescos +43(0)4223/22 30
Castle ruin Burgruine Taggenbrunn
+43 (0)664/63 37 183
Monastery Stift St. Georgen/Längsee
+43(0)4213/29 046
Castle Schloss Frauenstein
+43 (0)4212/27 510
Castle Kraiger Schlösser
+43(0)4212/27 510
Castle Strassburg +43 (0)4266/27 173
Open-Air Museum Maria Saal
+43(0)4223/28 12
Church of St. Leonhard bei Metnitz
and Dance of Death frescos
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Lakes Route

Still waters run deep
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A11

IWhere lakes are concerned, Carinthia is in its
element. 1,271 lakes in all sizes, shades of blue,
shapes and degrees of warmth - and all with
water so pure that even a sip from a lake tastes
delicious. Passing the most beautiful lakes, this
route leads to the big cities of Klagenfurt and
Villach, where you can linger, stroll through the
shops and marvel at old and modern sights.
Along the route, you can stop to be served
sumptuous dishes with a view of the turquoise
waters.

Description of the route
• Stroll through Klagenfurt’s old town Altstadtbummel +43 (0)463/53 72 23
• Take the road along the southern shore of Lake Wörthersee to the pilgrimage
church of Maria Wörth +43 (0)4274/38 288
• Continue on to Lake Keutschacher See +43 (0)4273/24 50 and Lake Hafner See
• Visit to Rosegg Animal Park, Castle and Labyrinth  
+43 (0)4274/30 09 und 52 357
• Continue on to Lake Faaker See
• Lunch at the Gasthaus Tschebull in Egg +43 (0)4254/21 91
• Continue on to Villach with a stroll round the town
• On to Lake Ossiacher See, visit to the Monastery of Stift Ossiach +43 (0)4243/497
• Continue, via the Ossiacher Tauern, to Pörtschach
• Dinner at the Bad Saag lake restaurant in Saag +43 (0)4272/43 501
80

Shopping

Benedictine Market in Klagenfurt
Organic food shop Fruhmann,
Wernberg +43 (0)4252/22 21-0
Alexander Kandolf, Velden
(milk and fruit)
+43 (0) 4274/52 212
Johann Schöffmann Köstenberg
(cider, wine, milk and meat)
+43 (0)650/70 58 100
Johann Spendier, Arriach
(sheep’s wool)
+43 (0)676/64 82 778
Martin Gfrerer, Landskron
(pasta)
+43 (0)664/11 19 860
Stylish traditional costume fashion at
Rettl, Villach +43 (0) 4242/26 855

Natur

Panoramic Tower Pyramidenkogel
+43 (0)4273/23 28
Excursions by ship Wörthersee
Schifffahrt +43 (0)463/21 155
Excursions by ship Drau und
Ossiacher See +43 (0)4242/58 071
Magic Forest with fairy-tale scenes
Zauberwald Rauschelesee
+43 (0)4273/23 25
Mountain railway Gerlitze
+43 (0)4248/29 686

Eating & Drinking

Castle Schloss Leonstein, Pörtschach
+43 (0)4272/28 16
Lakeside, Reifnitz
+43 (0)664/43 00 990
Lakes, Pörtschach
+43 (0) 4272/28 220-4800
Schloss & Schlossstern, Velden
+43(0)4274/52 888
Gasthof Joainig, Pörtschach
+43 (0)4272/2319
Weidenhof, Viktring
+43 (0)463/28 15 40
Stiftsrestaurant Allegro, Ossiach
+43(0)4243/45 594
Restaurant Maria Loretto, Klagenfurt
+43 (0)463/24 465

Sightseeing

Minimundus Klagenfurt
+43 (0)463/21 19 40
Planetarium Klagenfurt
+43 (0)463/21 70 021
Wappensaal coat of arms hall
in the Landhaus Klagenfurt
+43 (0)463/536-30552
Museum of Modern Art in Klagenfurt
MMKK +43(0)463/536-30542
Gustav Mahler’s Composing Cottage,
Sekirn +43 (0)463/59 02 10
Castle ruin Burgruine Finkenstein
+43 (0)4254/51 05 11
Monastery Stift Ossiach
+43 (0)4243/497
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Special Topic 1 / Wellness

Nature is the best medicine
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The room is dark and smells of larch wood.
The embers flare up like a bonfire as Hans
Jörg Aschbacher, the owner of the Karlbad
swimming pool in the Nockberge Mountains,
throws stones heated to 1,000 degrees into the
ice-cold stream water in the wooden troughs,
where they instantly crack. Bathing guests
immerse themselves in the 40-degree water.
There are no pain-contorted faces or hysterical
yells: only expressions of well-being and bliss
spread over the reddened faces. The warm
mineral water penetrates deep into the skin and
joints, and washes stress away. Its properties
were long known to the farmers of the Nockalm
Alpine pasture, who gathered fresh strength
for their hard labour in Carinthia’s oldest
farmers’ baths. Nature is, after all, the best
medicine and Carinthia has a plentiful supply.
In the midst of favourite holiday
regions, like Warmbad-Villach,
Bad Kleinkirchheim and
Bad Bleiberg, warm
mineral waters
bubble up from

unfathomable depths. Carinthian spas
are comfortable wellness temples,
where in addition, a host of therapists
and masseurs, saunas and steam baths,
are there to ensure your well-being.
And, as a free bonus, there’s lake wellness
and Alpine wellness. Research has
proved that staying by a lake improves
sleep and boosts your health, while the
bracing climate of the mountains helps
to reduce weight and blood pressure.

Hot Addresses
Warmbad-Villach
+43 (0)4242/30 01-0
Maibachl, Villach
+43 (0)4242/30 02 750
Römertherme & Kathreintherme,
Bad Kleinkirchheim
+43 (0)4240/82 82
Bad Bleiberg
+43 (0)4244/90 500
Karlbad, Nockberge
+43 (0)4246/34 30
Hotel Hochschober, Turracher Höhe
+43 (0)4275/82 13
Further suggestions in Carinthia
Bad Weißenbach,
St. Margarethen/Lavanttal
+43 (0)4352/34 588
Almwellnesshotel Tuffbad Dörfl
+43 (0)4716/622
Biohotel Daberer, St. Daniel
+43 (0)4718/590
Naturgut Lassen, Himmelberg
+43(0)4716/47 58
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Special Topic 2 / Sport

Bathing in mountains,
hiking round lakes

Carinthia moves you. Anyone who stays in the
south of Austria simply can’t stay still, as there
are so many opportunities to get both body and
soul into shape, that it borders on leisure stress.
Everywhere, there’s a lake or river in easy reach,
offering a venue for swimming, surfing, sailing,
boating and rafting.
A close-meshed network of cycle tracks
covers Carinthia - over flat terrain for relaxed
cyclists, and over mountains and valleys for
sport-lovers. Carinthia’s mountains are ideal
for hiking, walking and climbing, and there
are mountain and hiking guides to show the
way. There’s no excuse for being lazy: nine
golf courses, and innumerable tennis courts
and riding stables are available everywhere in
Carinthia.
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Those who prefer to watch sporting events are
well and truly catered for here: the Beachvolley
Grand Slam, the Ironman Austria Triathlon,
the Glockner Run, the Oldtimer Alpenfahrt
vintage car rally, and the “Kärnten läuft”
(“Carnthia runs”) half-marathon all take place
in Klagenfurt every year.

No wonder Carinthia has produced so many
top athletes, such as the skiing legends Franz
Klammer, Fritz Strobl, Rainer Schönfelder
and the track athlete Steffi Graf, to name but
a few. They all learned to ski in the Carinthian
mountains. For the winter here is not to be
sneezed at either. Over 30 genuine skiing
regions offer gentle or challenging slopes.
Snow is guaranteed. Even when it isn’t snowing,
snow cannons let fly with all guns blazing.

Sporting Addresses
Ironman Austria Triathlon www.ironman.at
GTI rally www.woertherseetreffen.at
A1 Beachvolleyball Grand Slam www.beachvolleyball.at
Harley Davidson European Bike Week www.europeanbikeweek.com
Further suggestions in Carinthia
Sporting opportunities www.kaernten.at
Dutch Eleven-City-Tour Ice Marathon on Lake Weissensee www.weissensee.com
Hiking Day on Franz Klammer’s World Cup Route www.badkleinkirchheim.at
Classic Vintage Car Rally www.alpenfahrt.com
Nordic Walking World Championship on Mount Petzen +43(0)4235/22 46
Skiing World Cup in Bad Kleinkirchheim www.badkleinkirchheim.at
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Special Topic 3 / Water

Emerald green, the colour of summer
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The play of colour on Lake Wörthersee is a mystery:
it dons Caribbean emerald in July, when the
holiday-makers admire it. In the early morning, it
clothes itself in reed green and in a velvety black
in the evening. Dark blue is its favourite colour on
clear autumn days and, in winter, while the lake is
resting from the hustle and bustle of the summer,
it wraps itself in silver. In August, when the water
of the lake warms up to 27 degrees, things also
hot up on the shores of Lake Wörthersee. Water
sport enthusiasts, holiday-makers, stars, the
in-crowd, the wealthy, the beautiful and the
lake-lovers – they all meet here. And it comes
back - the sophisticated glamour of the lake,
which it possessed back in the 1900s, when the
chic Viennese spent their summer vacations
here. The many Lake Wörthersee villas built by
Fuchs and Baumgartner, the star architects of
that time, bear ample testimony to the fact. In
addition, the “Schloss am Wörthersee” (“Palace
on Lake Wörthersee”), which was once the
backdrop for a TV series about a five-star hotel,
has been reopened. When the roulette balls
roll non-stop in Velden, the steamship “Thalia”
cheerfully sounds its siren and a laughing crowd
is enjoying the Lake Wörthersee feeling in cafes

Cool Addresses
Tourist Information
Wörthersee
+43 (0)4274/38 288
Ship excursions Wörthersee
Schifffahrt
+43 (0)463/21 155
Bathing beach Strandbad
Klagenfurt
+43 (0)664/80 52 16 331
Bathing beach Kropfitschbad, Krumpendorf
+43 (0)4229/40 496
Bathing beach Bad Saag
+43 (0)4272/43 501
Fete Blanche
www.feteblanche.at
Music show Starnacht
am Wörthersee
www.starnacht.at
Kirche, Maria Wörth

and bathing beaches, then it’s the high life on the
lake. This is when it can happen that the discos
are seething and you may meet stars like Udo
Jürgens, Otto Retzer or Ingrid Flick at the bar. At
the Fete Blanche, a host of white beauties floats
through Velden and Pörtschach. Meanwhile, on
the other shore of the lake, in Maria Wörth with
its romantic church, and in Reifnitz, things are
very relaxed.

Further suggestions
for Carinthian lakes
Lake Millstätter See
+43 (0)4766/37 00
Lake Ossiacher See
+43 (0)4242/42 000
Lake Faaker See
+43 (0)4242/42 000
Lake Weissensee
+43 (0)4713/22 200
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Special Topic 4 / Culture

A country of artists and poets

88

Carinthia has culture: culture from every era,
in all forms and in innumerable art treasures.
The Romans and Celts have left their traces in
the form of mosaics and tombstone reliefs, and
the Carolingians have left precious ornament
stones. Nowhere can one find so many Gothic
winged altars, fortified churches and shrines
dating from every age. Totally overwhelming
at every turn are: the Gutenberg Bible and
the jewel-studded Adelheid Cross in St. Paul,
the oldest Lenten cloth in Gurk Cathedral, the
Landhausaal (a regional government room)
whose walls are completely covered with
Carinthian coats-of-arms, an unobtrusive
little church in Gerlamoos with frescos by
Thomas von Villach, the perfectly-preserved
Hochosterwitz Castle, and hundreds more
castles and palaces. Artists have always drawn
power and inspiration from this rich pool of
culture: Gustav Mahler had his composing
cottage on Lake Wörthersee, and melodies
almost seemed to fly to Johannes Brahms
and Alban Berg at the lake. Contemporary
artists like Peter Handke regarded this
land with a certain critical detachment,
yet also with unashamed affection.

The painters Kolig, Lössl,
Krawagna, Kogelnik and
Lassnig, and the writers
Bachmann, Turrini, Musil
und Handke, were all born
in Carinthia. The Museum of
Modern Art, the Bachmann
Writing Competition in
Klagenfurt, the Carinthischer
Sommer(“CarinthianSummer”)
in Ossiach, and the stages of
Klagenfurt City Theatre, Porcia,
Eberndorf and Finkenstein,
offer a taste of Carinthian
creativity but will leave you
forever hungry for more.

Cultural Addresses
Museum of Modern Art of Carinthia MMKK,
Klagenfurt www.mmkk.at
City Theatre Stadttheater Klagenfurt
www.stadttheater-klagenfurt.at
Regional Museum Kärntner Landesmuseum,
Klagenfurt www.landesmuseum-ktn.at
Hochosterwitz Castle
www.burg-hochosterwitz.at
Carinthischer Sommer
www.carinthischersommer.at
Burgarena Finkenstein
www.burgarena.at
Further suggestions
Porcia Comedy Festival
www.komoedienspiele-porcia.at
“Spectaculum” Historical Pageant at Friesach
www.friesach.at
Medieval Town of Friesach & Comedy Festival
www.burghofspiele.com
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Festivals

Festivals

Celebrating traditional festivals

During the Wiesenmarkt (“Meadow Market”) in
September, the town of St. Veit is in exceptionally
high spirits. At the market, everyone’s busy
trading, buying, haggling, celebrating, eating,
dancing and drinking. So as to fit in all that
activity, the market goes on for a full ten days.
The Backhendlfest (“Fried Chicken Festival”) at
Lake Längsee is slightly less strenuous. Here,
you simply spend a weekend tasting your way
through Carinthian fried chicken specialities.
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Gurktal Valley Bacon Festival in Weitensfeld in May
“Blondvieh” Beef Festival in Eberstein in July
“When the Music Plays” Open-Air Festival in Bad Kleinkirchheim in July
Medieval Festival & Pageant at Friesach in July
Villach Kirchtag Festival at the beginning of August
Beef Festival on the Ossiacher Tauern in August
Metnitztal Valley Venison Festival in Metnitz in August
Altstadtzauber in Klagenfurt in August
Rosental Valley “Pohaca” Cake Festival in Ferlach in August
Goulash Festival in Feldkirchen in September
St. Veit Meadow Market in September
Farmers’ Fried Chicken Festival in St. Georgen on Lake Längsee in September
Organic Festival in Klagenfurt in September
“Ritschert” Barley & Ham Stew Festival in Rosegg in September
Alpine Pasture Cattle-Drive Festival in Bad Kleinkirchheim in September
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Carnica Rosental Valley Living Space

Carnica Rosental Valley Living Space

Keeping added value in the region

800 forest-owners and farmers from the area
of Bleiburg, Eisenkappel, Dobrova, the Rosental
Valley, Lake Faaker See and the Keutschacher
Seental 4-lake valley have banded together to
form a model collective. The task of “Carnica
Lebensraum Roz” (“Carnica Rosental Valley
living space”) is to motivate its members
to exploit and market their agricultural and
forestry products. This helps to preserve the
farm as a place for living and working, and to
increase its income.
The association negotiates extensive supply
agreements concerning locally-grown wood
for its members. Forest owners who live
far from a farm can also become members
and take advantage of the services offered
by Carnica Lebensraum – ranging from the
forestry advisory service and practical support
in forest utilisation (tree-felling, transportation
and delivery), to professional marketing. Every
year, up to 50,000 solid cubic metres of logs,
pulpwood, woodchips for heating and firewood
are sold. A new feature in the Rosental Valley
is a woodchip filling station – i.e. a woodchip
yard. Retail customers can obtain supplies of
home-grown wood for their woodchip heating
systems here.
114

Carnica Lebensraum
Rosental Rož
9162 Strau 27
+43 (0)4227/22 022
carnica.lebensraum@aon.at

The new marketing outlet
for Carnica Lebensraum
farm products has proved
of particular value. Valuable
regional farm products are
sold in the country shop
in Strau, near Ferlach. One
speciality is the crisp bread
made from organic Rosental
Valley flour, and baked using
only leaven. Also very popular
are the meat and sausage
products, such as Eisenkappel
Schinken (ham), which is
matured in mining tunnels,
fresh-caught fish, Carinthian
noodles, curd cheese, freshbaked Pohaca (pasties) from
different valleys, all types of
flour and Carnica Bee Honey,
which is known well beyond
the borders of Carinthia. The
country shop is open every
Friday, from 12 to 6 p.m.
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Gasthof Gartenrast, Radenthein
Gasthof Haslerwirt, Radenthein
Landhaus Stüberl, Bad Kleinkirchheim
Restaurant Loystub‘n, Bad Kleinkirchheim
Dorfhotel Schönleitn, Oberaichwald/Latschach
Berggasthof Baumgartnerhof, Latschach
Kreuzwirt - “Das Kärntner Wirtshaus“, Villach
Landgasthof Berghof, Villach-Landskron
Landgasthof Fruhmann, Wernberg
Kirchenwirt, Finkenstein
Hotel Schönruh, Drobollach
Restaurant Urbani-Weinstuben, Villach
Restaurant Kaufmann & Kaufrmann, Villach
Villacher Brauhof, Villach
Gasthof Kuchler, Treffen
Familienrestaurant Gegendtalerhof, Treffen
Stadtrestaurant “Zur Post“, Villach
Wirt in Judendorf, Villach
Gasthof Steirerhof, Villach
Stofflwirt, Bodensdorf
Jausenhof Polin, Finkenstein
Weinschmeckerwirt Vinum, Feld am See
Gasthaus Ebner, Villach-Heiligengeist
Gasthaus-Kaufhaus Pirker, Gummern
Restaurant Jedermann, Villach
Gasthof Bacher, Villach
Landhaus Hazienda, Drobollach
Josef, das bierig-urige Wirtshaus, Villach
Der Kärntnerhof, Faak am See
Gasthof Thurnerhof, Feld am See

+43 (0)4246/20 17
+43 (0)4246/20 14
+43 (0)4240/688
+43 (0)4240/744
+43 (0)4254/23 84
+43 (0)4254/22 90
+43 (0)4242/58 440
+43 (0)4242/41 133
+43 (0)4252/22 210
+43 (0)4254/21 78
+43 (0)4254/21 92
+43 (0)4242/28 105
+43 (0)4242/25 871
+43 (0)4242/24 222
+43 (0)4248/28 26
+43 (0)4248/22 68
+43 (0)4242/26 101
+43 (0)4242/565 25
+43 (0)4242/54 423
+43 (0)4243/69 20
+43 (0)4257/26 22
+43 (0)4246/22 74
+43 (0)4244/23 910
+43 (0)4258/223
+43 (0)4242/55 860
+43 (0)4242/26 893
+43 (0)4254/25 101
+43 (0)4242/72 78 33
+43 (0)4254/21 43
+43 (0)4246/27 90

Gasthof Lorenz, Ledenitzen
+43 (0)4254/23 63
Metzgerwirt, Radenthein
+43 (0)4246/20 52
Gasthof “Alte Point“, Arriach
+43 (0)4247/85 23
Dorfgasthaus Zainer-Winkler, Föderlach
+43 (0)4252/22 82
Hotel-Restaurant Zollner, Gödersdorf
+43 (0)4257/28 56
Gasthaus Kuchlerhof, Feldkirchen
+43 (0)4276/32 01
Gasthaus Seitner, Feldkirchen
+43 (0)4276/21 58
Hotel-Landgasthof Kogler, St. Urban
+43 (0)4277/83 29
Landgasthof Reid‘nwirt, St. Urban
+43 (0)4277/82 44
Gasthaus Zur “Bauern-stubn“, Sirnitz
+43 (0)4279/564
Kulturgasthof Kirchenwirt, Gnesau
+43 (0)4278/273
Seewirt Spieß, Maltschachersee/Feldkirchen +43 (0)4277/26 37
Standhotel Sille, Reifnitz
+43 (0)4273/22 37
Gasthof Kirchenwirt, Maria Rain
+43 (0)4227/84 237
Gasthof Joainig, Pörtschach
+43 (0)4272/23 190
Gasthaus Pirker, Klagenfurt
+43 (0)463/57 135
Gasthof Fleissner, Maria Saal
+43 (0)4223/22 18
Gasthof zu den Linden, Reifnitz
+43 (0)4273/20 39
Landgasthaus Kirschnerhof, Maria Rain
+43 (0)4227/84 922
Hotel Krumpendorferhof, Krumpendorf
+43 (0)4229/23 01
Gasthof Kurath, St. Filippen
+43 (0)4224/22 28
Gasthof Kuttnig, Klagenfurt
+43 (0)4633/17 79
Berggasthof-Pension Lausegger, Bodental
+43 (0)4227/62 60
+43 (0)4272/64 21
Gasthof  Thadeushof, Pörtschach
Restaurant-Hotel Weidenhof, Viktring
+43 (0)4632/81 540
Gasthaus Ogris, Kappl an der Drau
+43 (0)4227/22 12
Alpengasthof Malle, Zell/Sele
+43 (0)4227/72 01
Gasthaus Wispelhof, Klagenfurt
+43 (0)4635/53 98
Landgasthof Plöschenberg, Köttmannsdorf +43 (0)4220/22 40
Gasthaus Stefaner, Feistritz im Rosental
+43 (0)4228/21 35
Gasthaus-Gostisce-Trattoria Ogris, Ludmannsdorf +43 (0)4228/22 49
Alt-Kärntner Gasthof Antonitsch, Ferlach
+43 (0)4227/22 26
Gasthof Plasch “Auf der Huab‘n“, Ferlach
+43 (0)4227/23 70
Gasthaus Ratz, Kirschentheuer
+43 (0)4227/23 28
Restaurant  Karawankenblick, Keutschach
+43 (0)4273/24 47
Gasthaus Schiller, Moosburg
+43 (0)4272/83 500
Hotel-Fischgasthof Jerolitsch, Krumpendorf +43 (0)4229/23 79
Familienhof Sereinig, Unterbergen
+43 (0)4227/63 00
Gipfelhaus Magdalensberg, Pischeldorf
+43 (0)4224/22 49
Gasthof “Deutscher Peter“, Loiblpass
+43 (0)4227/62 200
Kärntner Kulturwirtshaus Bachler, Althofen +43 (0)4262/38 35
Metnitztalerhof, Friesach
+43 (0)4268/2510
Gasthof Erian, Gurk
+43 (0)4266/82 22
Gasthof Seefriede, St. Veit
+43 (0)4212/38 94
Gasthof Gurktaler Hof, Weitensfeld
+43 (0)4265/74 61
+43 (0)4262/26 174
Hotel Prechtlhof, Althofen
Landgasthaus Ranner, St. Veit/Glan
+43 (0)4212/22 42
Gasthof Schratt, St. Georgen/Längsee
+43 (0)4213/21 36
Gasthof-Fleischerei Seiser, Straßburg
+43 (0)4266/23 30
Schenke “Zum Krebsen“, Friesach
+43 (0)4268/23 36
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AMA Seal of Quality

AMA Seal of Quality

AMA seal of quality ensures authenticity
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Authenticity and regionalism are now
more important than ever for both native
Carinthians and their guests. Guests no
longer want to be fobbed off with beef from
Argentina or fish from Norway in local inns,
and increasingly want to enjoy food prepared
in a modern style from home-grown products.
Due to increasing globalisation and the trend
towards fast food, the unique features of the
multifaceted Austrian cuisine are threatened
with a standardisation which must be
counteracted. Since recently, restaurant
businesses which carry on the cultural legacy
have been awarded the seal of quality of the
AMA (Austrian agrarian marketing agency).
This makes it clear that these businesses are
not only using traditional recipes, but are
also certified with regard to the origin of the
products. In the meantime, many restaurant
landlords have discovered a commercial
power in this message of regionalism which
they are eager to harness. The driving force
behind this power is the confidence placed
in local regional products by the guests and
consumers. A return to culinary roots, as well
as an appreciation of living tradition, together
constitute the basis for innovation

and a pioneering spirit. For the
restaurant landlord, the certificate
involves a whole series of
requirements which, however, finally
bring their reward. “The landlord
buys food in a more conscious
and selective way. Staff and the
landlord receive information about
identification labels and certificates
of origin and thus acquire extra
competence in their sphere of
influence. The guest definitely
appreciates this and will reward the
landlord accordingly,“ emphasises
Stephan Mikinovic, the Business
Manager of Agrarmarkt Austria
(AMA). He estimates that up to 3,000
Austrian businesses will be certified
with the AMA seal of quality.
AMA-GASTRO
iPhone App

www.ama-gastrosiegel.at
www.facebook.com/ama.gastrosiegel
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Carinthian hotels

Places of Interest

for any occasion

Affenberg Monkey
Mountain Adventure

Wayfarer, if you come to Carinthia, you can trust
the offers made by the hoteliers based here. In
turn, this applies, of course, to all other visitors
- such as swimmers or climbers, culture-lovers
or sports fans, business travellers or loungers.
No fewer than 2,000 businesses in the hotel
trade are working in the service of hospitality.
It’s not just this figure which is so impressive,
but also how widely-spread these businesses
are: town hotels around the central tourist
attractions or quite simply for business people,
guesthouses in idyllic valleys, holiday hotels in
sunny lakeside spots or on rugged mountains,
guest-pampering oases and wellness hotels,
and hotels specialising in gourmets, golfers or
anglers. Carinthia – an offer for each season.
Whether cycling in spring, bathing in summer,
or hiking in the autumn, every season has
its charm and also its special culinary focus.
For the first time, this travel guide makes it
possible to combine the culinary experiences
across borders, and to “sample” the delights
of this three-country region in the truest
sense of the word.
We wish you much pleasure in using
this practical travel guide, which is
an indispensable companion
on any trip into this region.
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Info
Wirtschaftskammer Kärnten
– Fachgruppe Hotellerie
T +43 (0)5 90 90 4-625
wko.at/ktn/hotellerie
www.kaernten.at

Here on the Affenberg (“Monkey Mountain”), you
can see monkeys running about free in nature.
You aren’t separated from the animals by cages
or glass. We walk through the Affenberg with you
and explain all about our monkeys, other species
of monkey and the social life of these intelligent
mammals. Our swimming monkeys are a special
attraction for our guests. The monkeys have
two ponds where they even dive after feedingtime, cool off when it’s hot or just play. One of
our major concerns is to make it possible for the
Japanese macaques to have a life that is as close
as possible to living free. Find out all about our
131 happy monkeys in a fascinating 45-minute
guided tour.
Opening times: 1st April to 31st October, daily
9.30 a.m. – 5.30 p.m.
9523 Landskron, Schloßbergweg 18
+43 (0)4242/43 03 75
info@affenberg.com
www.affenberg.com

Places of Interest

Hotel business

A real experience for the whole family!

Adventure Water Trail
in Liebenfels

ADVENTURE HIKING in the market town of
Liebenfels spells pure enjoyment for young and old
alike. The ABENTEUER WASSER WEG (ADVENTURE
WATER TRAIL) offers fun, games and exciting
exploration on water, showing you rare natural
treasures in guided hikes. WEGKREUZWANDERN
(WAYSIDE CROSS HIKES) and KULTUR-WANDERN
(CULTURAL HIKES) take you to special places
of power and to gems of Carinthian folk culture
– “Marterln” (wayside shrines). Develop stamina
and energy in our CLIMBING GARDEN and LOW
ROPES COURSE at the foot of LIEBENFELS CASTLE,
whose Castle and Torture Museum are always
worth a visit. We also offer fascinating guided
tours for children and adults, according to the
motto “Experiencing nature and culture through
all the senses”.
9556 Liebenfels, Hauptplatz 9
+43 (0)4215/22 16
liebenfels@ktn.gde.at
www.gemma-kaernten.com
www.liebenfels.at
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Trail for all the senses between mountain
& lake

Places of Interest

Turracher Höhe in the Nockberge Mountains
is an idyllic high plateau at 1,763 m above sea
level. The Turracher Three Lakes’ Trail is an easy,
very well sign-posted round hiking trail (about 2
hours, 7.2 km), offering you a special opportunity
to immerse yourself in the natural beauty of the
Nockberge Mountains. This trail isn’t a hiking
trail or a nature trail in the usual sense – it
roams about in celebration of nature, without
any fixed goal, without strict rules, yet offering
many opportunities to experience nature with
all your senses. A relaxing 2 to 3 hour walk, with
the option of a short-cut, awaits the mountain
hiker between Lakes Turracher See, Grünsee and
Schwarzsee.
Opening times: May to November
8864 Turracher Höhe 218
+43 (0)4275/83 92-0
info@turracherhoehe.at
www.turracherhoehe.at

The Heidi Alm
Alpine pasture

the children’s adventure park
on Mount Falkert
The Heidi Alm Alpine pasture on Mount Falkert is
the only family adventure park of its kind, and one
of the most popular destinations for young and
old. The well-loved story of Heidi has become a
magnet for visitors to the Nockberge Mountains,
for the small children’s adventure park, in the
midst of a gnarled old stone pine forest, brings
these stories to life again in the shape of 120
characters from the well-known cartoon series.
The Heidi Alm Alpine pasture is open from the
middle of May to the end of October, and as well as
the great stories, there’s still more to experience:
a real “Grandfather’s Alpine hut”, a petting zoo,
giant slide, fish pond for anglers and much more.
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9564 Falkert-Patergassen
+43 (0)4275/72 22
info@heidialm.at
www.heidialm.at

Rosegg Animal Park,
Castle & Maze
Animal Park
Enjoy an extraordinary day with the whole
family in the colourful living world of the
Animal Park. Stroll over sunny meadows and
down shady forest paths in the extensive castle
grounds. Explore the large family of animals at
Rosegg, and enjoy watching American bison,
rheas, cheeky Barbary apes, as well as ibex, lynx,
Northern bald ibis and rare species of deer. One
absolute hit with children is the small animals’
zoo around the playground.

Places of Interest

The Three Lakes’ Trail

Opening times: 1st April to 2nd November,
open daily from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Last admissions
at 5 p.m.

Castle
The castle has been owned by the Liechtenstein
family since 1831. In 1997, the history of the
castle began to be shown in a wax figure display.
Experience an exciting journey into the past and
meet historical figures like the Empress Elisabeth,
Emperor Franz Josef, Mozart and many more in
the castle’s display of wax figures. Enjoy relaxing
in the castle café.
Opening times: Beginning of May to the
beginning of October, from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Last
admissions at 5.30 p.m. Open daily in July and
August, otherwise closed on Mondays.

Maze
Who dares enter the labyrinth? Who’ll reach the
goal first? Fun and excitement are guaranteed
in the 2,400 m² maze, made of over 3,000
hornbeams. A tower in the centre serves as an
orientation point.
Opening times: Beginning of May to beginning
of October, from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Last
admissions at 5. 30 p.m. Open daily in July and
August, otherwise closed on Mondays
9232 Rosegg
+43 (0)4274/52 357
+43 (0)4274/30 09
info@rosegg.at
www.rosegg.at
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The family hit: have fun on 600 m2

Places of Interest

LOLLIPOP in the ATRIO in Villach truly is a land
of adventure for old and young! Here, the daily
programme offers diversion to the heart’s
content: a giant slide, climbing garden, football
field, trampoline, maze and much more. The
family adventure world is packed with enjoyable
things for children aged up to 12!
Mum and Dad can either come too or relax and go
shopping in Carinthia’s largest shopping centre:
children aged over 3 can play freely here, even
without being accompanied by an adult.
Opening times: Monday – Friday 9 a.m. to 7.30
p.m., Saturday 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. Also open on
Sunday from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. (access via the
ATRIO parking deck only).
9500 Villach, Kärntner Straße 34
+43 (0)4242/37 760
info@lollipop-atrio.at
www.lollipop-atrio.at

Tscheppaschlucht Gorge
in Ferlach

The Tscheppaschlucht Gorge is a unique natural
experience near Ferlach, Austria’s southernmost
town. On the hike, visitors experience the
primeval power of the plunging water and the
bright magnificence of rare flowers. Anyone can
hike through the gorge. A mountain track (with
a safe railing) leads you over wooden walkways
and bridges, past roaring waters and waterfalls.
Attractions: the Tschaukofall Waterfall, Felsentor
(“Rock Gate”) and Teufelsbrücke (“Devil’s Bridge”).
Cosy guesthouses await at the end of the hike.
On average, we have about 80,000 visitors per
year and are thus one of the TOP destinations for
excursions – and not only in the Alpine-Adriatic
Region.
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Lake Wörthersee
ship excursions
Welcome on board

Experience Lake Wörthersee from a completely
different angle, in all its diversity and beauty. Find
out more about Lake Wörthersee‘s architecture,
culture, celebrities and lots besides. Enjoy the
adventure of an excursion by ship - with breakfast
on board, or simply choose from our extensive
menu. We sail daily for visitors from the middle of
April to the beginning of October. Start enjoying
the most beautiful side of Lake Wörthersee now!

Places of Interest

Lollipop

Your own private ship on Lake Wörthersee
Would you like to offer your friends, customers or
business partners an unforgettable experience,
something they’ll be talking about for a very
long time? Then surprise your guests with an
adventure on the “high seas” and their enthusiasm
will really make waves! We have the right ship for
any occasion. Check out our offer for yourself
and take the opportunity of planning a unique
experience in a very special setting.
9020 Klagenfurt am Wörthersee, Friedelstrand 3
+43 (0)463/21 155
schifffahrt@wsg.co.at
www.woertherseeschifffahrt.at

Kenny Bear Land

Experience a close encounter
with a brown bear!

Opening times: Open daily from beginning of
May to 26th October, recommended hiking times
are between 8.30 a.m. and 4.30 p.m.

Kenny Bear Land is an extensive 5,750 m² habitat,
where Kenny the brown bear has lived since 1992.
It‘s mainly made up of forest, a large swimming
pool, high seats and a lot more – all the things a bear
likes best. Visitors watch a short film showing Kenny
as a cub, experience feeding him directly from hand
to muzzle, and go on a guided tour through the bear
forest. Please book in advance!

9170 Ferlach, Sponheimer Platz 1
Tel.: +43 (0)4227/26 00-37
ferlach@ktn.gde.at
www.ferlach.at

9585 Müllern/Villach, Lindnerweg 7
+43 (0)660/16 62 006
verein@kenny-bear.com
www.kenny-bear.com
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Klagenfurter Hütte
Alpine Hut

...certainly the loveliest destination for
excursions in the Karawanken Mountains

Places of Interest

Places of Interest

You’ll find the Klagenfurter Hütte framed by
craggy rock faces, nestling among the gentle
green meadows of the Matschacher Alm Alpine
pasture, at 1,664 m above sea level. The journey
here leads from Feistritz in the Rosental valley
and over the romantic Bärental valley by car (car
park), then continues on foot for about another
1.5 hours until you reach the hut. Getting there
via the Bodental valley, you can reach the hut in
about 2 hours from the Bodenbauer guesthouse,
going via the Märchenwiese meadow, the
Ogrisalm Alpine pasture and the Stinzesteig
mountain track. The Klagenfurter Hütte offers
two comfortable dining rooms, each with seating
for about 50 guests, a spacious panorama
terrace and, naturally, ample accommodation
for overnight stays. The Klagenfurter Hütte is a
great starting point for idyllic hiking or climbing
tours up to heights such as Mt. Hochstuhl (2237
m), which can be reached in about 2.5 hours via
the Klettersteig track, or about 2 hours via the
Bielschitzasattel saddle. Mt. Klagenfurter Spitze
(2116 m) can be reached in about 3 hours via
the Kaminreihe route, or about 2 hours via the
hiking trail. Also Mt. Bielschitza (1958 m, 1 hour),
Mt. Vertatscha (2181 m, about 2.5 hours) or Mt.
Geissberg/Kosiak (2024 m, about 1 hour). Stop
by for a visit! Let “Schütte”, the hut landlord,
pamper you with delicious food after a hike.
Only meat and vegetables produced by farmers
from the region are used. Bacon and sausages
are made by the hut landlord himself. A wellassorted wine cellar, keg beer and different
varieties of schnapps from local farmers are
innovations of which we’re especially proud.
We’re also gladly at your service for birthdays or
other celebrations for up to 50 people (please
book in good time).
Opening times: Open without a break from
beginning of May to end of October. Open every
weekend in winter (Saturday, Sunday) and from
26th December to 2nd January. Open at Easter,
depending on snow and weather conditions.
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+43 (0)664/22 02 929
+43 (0)664/49 15 044 044 (Hut telephone)
schuette1@utanet.at
www.klagenfurterhuette.at
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Carinthia, land of horses
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It’s impossible to imagine the farming world of
Carinthia without it: the horse is traditional whether a hard-working workhorse, proud
steed or simply a beloved pet. The “Pferdeland
Kärnten” (“Carinthia, land of horses”) platform
combines all areas concerning horses - from
tourist advertising to the training of horses and
riders, and from horse-breeding to equestrian
sports. For more than one hundred years,
Carinthian enterprises have devoted themselves
to horse-breeding. Breeds like the Noriker,
Haflinger and Warmblood, which are bred in
accordance with very strict criteria, are
distinguished by their good character,
willingness to perform and well-formed
appearance. A pleasant landscape and good
horses make riding lessons a pleasure. Riding
schools with specially-trained, meek-tempered
horses offer a gentle introduction to riding and
a sound further training. Trail riders also see
their dreams come true in Carinthia: riding
stables offer impressive trail rides. In Alpine
rides up to the tree line in the National Park
Hohe Tauern, nature and the animal merge into
one unforgettable experience. In Carinthia,
land of horses, there’s always something going
on: show jumping, dressage riding, horse-

breeding events – you can visit top-quality
equestrian events all year round. The
following are partners of the “Pferdeland
Kärnten” umbrella brand: Urlaub am
Bauernhof (Farm Holidays), Reit Eldorado
Kärnten (Carinthian riding association),
Landespferdezuchtverband
Kärnten
(Carinthian horse-breeding association),
Landwirtschaftliche Fachschule Stiegerhof
(Stiegerhof
agricultural
school),
Landesfachverband für Pferdesport
(regional equestrian sport association),
Pferd Austria (equestrian association),
and the Ländliches Fortbildungsinstitut
(rural further training institute),
which offers a riding instructor
training
programme.

Pferdeland Kärnten
Hauptplatz 23
9300 St. Veit an der Glan
+43 (0)4212/28 880-6939
+43 (0)664/28 31 564
office@pferdelandkaernten.at
www.pferdelandkaernten.at
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Ham Kaisers and
Salami Queens
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South Carinthia is full of emperors and kings.
In the east, the “Ham Kaiser” is crowned
in the Altes Brauhaus in Bleiburg, and in
July, the “Salami Queen” in Globasnitz. The
manufacturers put their whole heart into
making their products according to traditional
old recipes, adding a pinch of their own
secrets as well. This gives locals and guests
the go-ahead to enjoy themselves. Everyone
squeezes up together in the rustic wine
taverns and guesthouses and drinks a toast,
in a good cider, to the successful salami. The
Lavanttal Valley fruit growers are constantly
seeking to develop the quality of their cider
still further. It’s a long time since their cider
was just a hotchpotch of inferior windfall
fruit: only the most carefully selected apples
are used for making Lavanttal Valley apple
wine. One apple, in particular, stands out due
to its good taste: the Lavanttaler Banane, a
banana-flavoured apple from the Lavantal
Valley. In this mild climate, it’s no wonder that
apples get rosy cheeks and grapes absorb all the
sweetness they need on the southern slopes of
the Lavanttal Valley. Carinthian wine no longer
need fear comparison with other wines.

Delightful Addresses
Realm of Delights:
Jauntal Valley Salami
+43 (0)664/10 56 641
Realm of Delights: Jauntal
Valley Hadn (buckwheat)
+43 (0)664/62 72 865
Realm of Delights:
Görtschitztal Valley Milk
+43 (0)650/27 16 100
Realm of Delights:
Central Carinthian Beef of
Blondvieh (a cattle breed)
+43 (0)4264/81 81
Realm of Delights:
Lavanttal Valley Apple Wine
+43 (0 )4357/31 41

South-East Carinthia is an interesting
corner, which thrives on contrast. This is a
harmonious land, where songs hover in the
air and where the local dialect already has an
endearing singsong. Here, authentic customs,
village fêtes, food festivals and markets are
still carried on unchanged. Artists have always
been inspired by this melancholy, flat area,
with Mount Petzen and Lake Klopeinersee
providing a contrast: Werner Berg, Kiki
Kogelnik, Rudolf Benetik, Helmut Blazej and
the director Martin Kusej, to name but a
few. In Neuhaus, an art-loving entrepreneur
has opened his wonderful collection of
contemporary art to the public in a futuristiclooking building. In the tranquil Görtschitztal
Valley, you find another contrast: as if by
magic, Tibetan chimes ring out at the Heinrich
Harrer Museum in Hüttenberg. A region where
you can taste, listen and celebrate.
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Klein St. Paul
Radenthein
Oberdrauburg

Steinfeld

Spittal a. d. D.

Millstatt

A2

Reichenau
Bad
Kleinkirchheim

St. Veit a. d. G.

St. Andrä

Feldkirchen i. K.
Maria Luggau

St. Paul i. L.

Griffen

Feistritz

KötschachMauthen
Kirchbach

Did Eve seduce Adam in the Lavanttal Valley? There would
certainly have been more than enough rosy-cheeked
apples in the paradise of Carinthia. So many, in fact, that
they’re turned into pure, unalloyed apple wine, cider and
different tapes of fine schnapps. Along
the Cider Route, you can sample cider
everywhere, taste Carinthian wine and
enjoy typical delicacies in traditional
guesthouses and rural wine taverns. Sacred
art treasures in St. Paul’s Monastery, Tibetan
art in Hüttenberg, and nature and fine food
in between. Truly a paradise!
Description of the route
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Metnitz

A10

• Visit to the exhibition at the Schatzhaus Kärnten in the Monastery of St. Paul    
+43 (0)4357/20 19
• Continue on to Legerbuch, to Dominikus Spendel (apple wine, apple prosecco,
cider salami and fine brandies) +43 (0)4357/20 56
• Visit to Zogglhof, centre of the Mostbarkeiten Association (schnapps distilling
courses – please book in advance) +43 (0)4357/35 85
• Lunch at the Alter Schacht restaurant in St. Stefan near Wolfsberg  +43 (0)4352/31 21
• Stroll and shop in the town of Wolfsberg
• Carry on, via Klippitztörl, to Hüttenberg, visit to the Heinrich Harrer Museum
+43 (0)4263/81 08
• Continue, via Brückl, to Griffen and, via the Grutschen and the Granitztal Valley, to St. Paul
• Dinner at Gasthaus Poppmeier in St. Paul +43 (0)4357/20 87

Völkermarkt

Pörtschach a. W.

Hermagor

Velden a. W.
Villach

Tainach
Bleiburg

Klagenfurt a. W.

Cider Route

97

St. Jakob i. R.

A2

Ferlach
A11

Bad
Eisenkappel

Shopping

Eating & Drinking

Nature

Sightseeing

Lenzbauer
(Carinthian wine, cider, vinegar)
+43 (0)4352/42 91
Anton Heritzer,
St. Michael im Lavanttal
(meat and sausage products),
+43 (0)4352/61 161
Hans Hergge, Maria Rojach
(fruit, schnapps and cider)
+43 (0)4355/20 44
Mostbarkeiten Association in Zogglhof
+43 (0)4357/31 41
Forellenhof Marzi,
(fresh and smoked trout and char )
+43 (0)4352/81 165

Cider hiking with the Mostland Express
excursion train
Hiking over the Koralm and Saualm
Alpine pastures
Stalactite cave Tropfsteinhöhle Griffen
+43 (0)4233/20 29
Place of power Josefsberg near St. Paul
Paracelsus Spring in Prebl
+43 (0)4353/400

Gasthaus Loigge, St. Paul
+43 (0)4357/20 56
Gasthaus Kollmann, Grutschen
+43 (0)4357/27 39
Restaurant Anfora, St. Jakob bei Andrä
+43 (0)664/11 72 571
Restaurant-Hotel Reart, St.Stefan
+43 (0)4352/55 164
Gasthaus Poltl, Maria Rojach
+43 (0)4355/20 32
Johannesmesner, St. Paul
+43 (0)4357/23 00
Zum Bären, Bad St. Leonhard
+43 (0)4350/22 57
Neugebauer, Lölling
+43 (0)4263/407
Museum im Lavanthaus, Wolfsberg
+43 (0)4352/537-333
Castle ruin Burgruine Rabenstein
+43 (0)4357/20 17
Castle Schloss Wolfsberg
+43 (0)4352/23 65-22
Stained-glass windows in the parish
church of Bad St. Leonhard
Smelting furnace in Knappenberg
Castle ruin Burgruine Griffen
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When South Carinthia wears pink

Metnitz

Bad.
St. Leonhard i. L.
Friesach

Hüttenberg

Flattnitz
Gurk

DeutschGriffen

Wolfsberg

Klein St. Paul
A2

Reichenau
Bad
Kleinkirchheim

St. Veit a. d. G.

St. Andrä

Feldkirchen i. K.

St. Paul i. L.

Griffen

Völkermarkt

Pörtschach a. W.
Velden a. W.
Villach

Tainach
Bleiburg

Klagenfurt a. W.

Buckwheat Route

Radenthein

Buckwheat Route

A2

Buckwheat Route

St. Jakob i. R.
Ferlach
A11

Bad
Eisenkappel

When the Had‘n (buckwheat) blooms in June,
South Carinthia is dressed in pink. Not only
the landscape, but also the traditional dirndl
dresses are pink and sky-blue.
This rather earthy-tasting cereal is turned into
hearty delicacies here, which you can try in
the traditional guesthouses. South Carinthian
farmers are impossible to beat where salami is
concerned. Want to bet that each one tastes
different? In this nostalgic corner of Carinthia,
ancient tradition meets modern skill.
An exciting mixture which you can experience
along the Had’n Route.

Shopping

Robert Erschen, Globasnitz
(sunflower and pumpkin-seed oil)
+43 (0)4235/20 48
Hubert Schouschou,
Humtschach near Kühnsdorf
+43 (0)664/59 69 275
Jauntaler Bauernbier, Globasnitz (rural
wine tavern with products on sale)
+43 (0)650/50 78 809
Association of Jauntal Valley Salami
Farmers, Stefan Pototschnig Kühnsdorf
+43 (0)664/10 56 641
Gingerbread Bakery Stöckl in Bleiburg
+43 (0)4235/21 20
Seamstress Erika Opetnik in Bleiburg
makes the original Had‘n-Dirndl traditional costume +43 (0)4235/21 32

Nature

Description of the route
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bleiburg: visit to the Werner Berg Museum +43 (0)4235/21 10 27
Shop on the Prutej farm in Widerndorf +43 (0)04356/20 48
Lunch at the Gasthaus Rupitz in Neuhaus +43 (0)4356/20 44
Liaunig Museum in Neuhaus, please book in advance +43 (0)4236/21 115
Continue on to Griffen, visit to the stalactite cave +43 (0)4233/20 29
Shop at Josef and Margit Nuart’s farm in Mittertrixen (meat, milk, sheep’s
wool) +43 (0)4231/ 20 43
• Stroll through the town of Völkermarkt
• Dinner at the Sicher fish restaurant in Tainach +43 (0)4239/26 38
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Mountain railways Petzen
+43 (0)4235/22 46 12
Summer toboggan run Eberndorf
+43 (0)4239/22 22
Lake Klopeiner See
+43 (0)4239/22 22
Fenland Sablatnigmoor
+43 (0)4236/24 97
Forest adventure world Walderlebniswelt
Klopeiner See +43 (0)4239/26 005
Golf course Klopeiner See
+43 (0)4239/38 00
Drau Cycle Path
+43(0)463/30 00
Water adventure trail Neuhaus
+43 (0)4356/20 43

Eating & Drinking

Altes Brauhaus with its own guesthouse
brewery, Bleiburg
+43 (0)4235/20 26
Gasthaus Loser, St. Michael near
Bleiburg +43 (0)4235/25 19
Had‘nwirt Landgasthaus Luckner,
Schwabegg +43 (0)4356/23 41
Had’n-Gasthof Hartl, Neuhaus
+43 (0)4356/20 41
Gasthof Karawankenblick
near Völkermarkt
+43 (0)4232/21 86
Fish restaurant Stauseewirt
+43 (0)4232/37 250
Restaurant Moritz, Grafenstein
+43 (0)664/42 40 316
Motorway restaurant Griffenrast, Griffen
+43 (0)4233/25 353
Gasthaus Mochoritsch, Rückersdorf
+43 (0)4237/22 12

Sightseeing

Monastery Stift Eberndorf with
Sommer-Festspielen Theatre Festival
+43 (0)4236/30 04
Castle Schloss Bleiburg
Kiki Kogelnik Fountain in Bleiburg
Mountain of Hemmaberg near
Globasnitz with Rosalienquelle healing
spring
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Special Topic 1 / Cycling

Special Topic 1 / Cycling

Following the River Drau by bike
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As a native of Gerlamoos, skiing ace and
Olympic champion Fritz Strobl already began
using the Drau cycle track for sport from very
early on. “The cycle track was a useful training
route – it’s where I got the power I needed
for top sporting achievements”, says Strobl,
who still likes cycling along the Drau with his
family. Exploring the area by bike is the most
relaxed mode of transport, and cycling on
the Drau cycle track is an experience unique
in all Europe. The cycle track runs for 336
kilometres, from the source of the Drau on
the Toblacher Feld in South Tyrol, through East
Tyrol and Carinthia, and ending in Slovenian
Marburg – thus following the course of this
fascinating river through three countries.
The route is filled with variety: numerous inns
along the Drau cycle track ensure adequate
refreshment. Interesting cities, picturesque
villages, imposing sights form the backdrop. It
runs past warm bathing lakes, where you can
cool off after all that heated pedalling.
In South Carinthia, the Drau cycle track
becomes a cultural route – for nearby is the
cultural town of Bleiburg, with the Werner

For knights of the cycle track
Drau Cycle Track www.drauradweg.com
Marathon Mountainbike around, Griffen
www.radclub-griffen.at
Cycling Marathon Karawanken
www.rcferlach.at
Rosentaler People’s Triathlon
www.karawanken-murmalan.at
Further suggestions in Carinthia
Ironman Austria Triathlon
www.ironman.at
Radland Kärnten
www.radlandkaernten.at
Kärnten Werbung www.kaernten.at
Bike Paradise Nockberge
www.badkleinkirchheim.at
Cycling Event Senza Confini Festradeln
+43 (0)463/536-0

Berg Museum and the house where the artist
Kiki Kogelnik was born, while a few kilometres
further on is the contemporary Museum
Liaunig in Neuhaus.
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Special Topic 2 / Hiking

Special Topic 2 / Hiking

In the realm of Kral Matjaz
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According to the legend, the King went to sleep in
the Petzen Massif, and was not seen again until
his mighty beard had grown around the stone
table nine times. You’d like to know how long his
beard has already grown? Who knows, one might
get the chance to have a look at the sleeping king
on a Petzen hike. But no stress – you should leave
him in the valley when you climb the imposing
2,300-metre-high South Carinthian mountain.
Hiking freaks climb it on foot, more relaxed
climbers do it on the comfortable cable railway
– you can even take your mountain bike with you.
On top, it really gets exciting: in Ezzo‘s Hut, the
pork roast sizzles in the oven and, in the mountain
restaurant, the soup contains the largest liver
dumplings in South Carinthia. Once a year, there’s
a big event when the South Carinthians celebrate
their home mountain at the Petzenkirchtag
(Petzen Festival) in July. Everyone dances, feasts
and celebrates till the moon graciously lights the
landscape. Early risers are rewarded with a special
experience. On certain days, the cable railway

Hiking on Mount Petzen
Hike around Lake Speichersee
Hike to Siebenhütten and on
Mount Kordeschkopf
Mountain bike track on the
Wackendorfer Alpine pasture
Mountain railways Petzen
www.petzen.net

runs straight towards the blood-red sunrise. A
hearty breakfast after a short hike is included in
the price. Incidentally, the folk band of the same
name, “Petznbluat”, stayed in the charts for 20
weeks. Maybe they’ll manage to wake Kral Matjaz
with their music...

Further suggestions in Carinthia
Hiking tours
www.naturerleben.kaernten.at
Mountain railways Dreiländereck
www.3laendereck.at
Mountain railways Goldeck
www.sportberg-goldeck.at
Mountain railways Gerlitzen
www.gerlitzen.com
Mountain railways
Bad Kleinkirchheim
www.vondenpistenindiethermen.
com
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Special Topic 2 / Water

The lovely mermaid
of Lake Klopeiner See

Whenever Austria`s “Next Top Model” Larissa
Marolt finds herself stranded in her hotel room
after an exhausting photo job in Paris, London
or New York, she mentally immerses herself in
the intense turquoise of Lake Klopeiner See and then all’s right with the world again.
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The climate, so gentle and caressing in the
south, heats up the southern lake like a bath.
For Larissa Marolt, there’s no more beautiful
place in the entire world. Hopefully, she’ll
let the whole world know about it, so
that as many people as possible will be
able to admire the beauty of the idyllic
waters, stroll on the promenade and enjoy
beach life under colourful sunshades.
The small, idyllic lakes in the South Carinthian
landscape seem to be painted in dabs of
blue and green. Lakes Kleinsee, Turner See,
Gösselsdorfer See and Sonnegger See are all
incredibly lovely, unspoilt, natural swimming
pools, populated – except during the summer
months – solely by ducks, great crested grebes
and croaking frogs.

The Sablatnigmoor peat bog conservation
area is the home of many rare animal and
plant species, and captivates one with its
South Carinthian melancholy - particularly
when mists weave their delicate veils over the
dark marsh waters.

The small lakes of South Carinthia
Turner See, Kleinsee, Sablatnigmoor,
Gösselsdorfer See, Sonnegger See,
Klopeiner See
www.klopeinersee.com
Further suggestions in Carinthia
Faaker See, Brennsee, Afritzer See,
Tigringer Teich, Maltschacher See,
Bassgeigen See, Keutschacher See,
Silbersee, Leonharder See,
Hafner See, Rauschelesee
www.kaernten.at
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Special Topic 4 / Golf

Birdies beyond borders

If you read the “Golfland Carinthia” brochure,
you’ll know that as well as nine golf courses
situated amidst superb landscapes, there is
also one in Grado and one in Tarvisio (Italy), and
one in Bled (Slovenia). Carinthia understands
the cross-border Alpine-Adriatic way of
thinking in the field of golf too. This at least
has the advantage that you can already play
in the south when Carinthian golf courses are
still covered with snow. And, let’s face it: isn’t
it exciting to tee off by the sea in Grado one
day, and next day in the Carinthian Nockberge
Mountains in Bad Kleinkirchheim? To go round
the course with your friends high above the
small lake in Bled, or on Lake Klopeiner See in
South Carinthia? Distance is no problem: the 12
golf courses are all reachable within one hour’s
drive. As golfers are also gourmets, many of
the golf restaurants offer top-level cuisine.
Special golf hotels can organise everything
for you - so you only need to pack your golf
bag and head for one of the wonderful courses
where nature is always the winner.
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The realm of birdies
Golfplatz Klopeiner See-Südkärnten
+43 (0)4239/38 00

Golfanlage Wolfsberg
+43 (0)4352/61 688

Further suggestions
Golfland Kärnten
+43 (0)4242/44 200-80
Golfclub Millstätter See
+43 (0)4762/82 548
Golfclub Finkenstein
+43 (0)4257/29 201
Golfanlage Velden-Köstenberg
+43 (0)4274/70 45
Golfanlage Moosburg-Pörtschach
+43 (0)4272/83 486
Golfplatz Klagenfurt -Seltenheim
+43 (0)463/40 223

Golfclub Bad Kleinkirchheim
+43 (0)4275/594
Golfclub St. Veit-Längsee
+43 (0)4213/41 41 30
Golfclub Tarvis
+39 0428 20 47
Golfclub Grado
+39 0431 89 68 96
Golfclub Bled
+386 4 537 77 11
www.golfland.kaernten.at
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Festivals

Festivals

Festivals for Salami & Co.

South Carinthia really knows how to
celebrate its festivals. Whether the Had‘n
(buckwheat), SaIami, Cider or Farant (“freetime”) Festival, or the Bleiburg Wiesenmarkt
(“Meadow Market”), these events all enjoy a
long tradition and are, like the Wiesenmarkt
for example, many hundreds of years old - yet
nonetheless modern enough to attract droves
of young people in their traditional costumes.
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Ham Market in Bleiburg on Palm Sunday
Jauntal Valley Gourmet Marathon in Eberndorf on Whit Saturday
“Mostbarkeiten” Cider & Culinary Festival in St. Paul/Lavanttal in May
“Had’n” Buckwheat Festival in Neuhaus in June
Alpine-Adriatic Market in Völkermarkt in June
Festival on Mount Petzen in July
“Farant” Free-Time Street Festival in Globasnitz on 15th August
Poultry Festival at St. Andrä/Lavanttal in August
Jauntal Valley Salami Festival in Eberndorf in August
Sweet Chestnut Festival in Klein St. Paul in August
Meadow Market in Bleiburg at the beginning of September
Apple Festival in St. Georgen/Lavanttal in September
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The adventure of nature

Museen at Hüttenberg

Exciting attractions, such as the Baumwipfelpfad
(“Tree-Top Path”) at the heart of the
Walderlebniswelt (“Forest Adventure World”),
await you in 20,000 m² of forest. The path is
supported by a total of 25 towers and leads you
along at a height of over 25 metres: the view is
simply breath-taking and the tree-tops are close
enough to touch. You’ll also find an underground
foxes’ earth, a giant bouncy cushion and a puzzling
tree maze. In addition, there are unusual slides,
wobbly rope bridges, a small animal park and
lots of interesting playing, learning and climbing
areas, as well as the Balancierpfad (“Balancing
Path”), a gripping challenge consisting of a low
ropes course and wooden climbing apparatus.

The Heinrich Harrer Museum is a cultural meeting
point: many fascinating exhibits tell of Harrer‘s
exciting travels in far-off countries such as
Tibet, Africa and Borneo. In Knappenberg, you’ll
find the world’s third-largest mineral-finding
site – over 200 magnificent minerals are on
display here. Underground in the show mine, an
original mining gallery which is over 400 years
old, visitors are given an impressive insight into
the day-to-day working life of the miners. The
Bergbaumuseum (“Museum of Mining”) shows
the work, life and traditions of the miners, looking
closely at the historical aspects of Hüttenberg ore
mining. Meanwhile, at the Puppenmuseum (“Doll
Museum”), Helga Riedl recreates real-life and
historical scenes and motifs.

Places of Interest

in the Forest Adventure World on Lake
Klopeiner See

Opening times: Open from Easter to the end of
October. Exact times vary according to season: you
can find them on our website.
9122 St. Kanzian, Schulstraße 8
+43 (0)4239/26 005
info@walderlebniswelt.at
www.walderlebniswelt.at

Nature Flower
Adventure Park

on Lake Sonnegger See
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The Carinthian park to be experienced, wondered
at and enjoyed. Admire 40,000 m² of breathtaking natural beauty in the theme garden, where
you’ll find over 50,000 plants and 5,000 different
types of plant. Stock up power every day of the
year, and set your soul free. The Nature Adventure
Obstacle Course offers adventure for the whole
family with its riddle contest, water game and areas
to experience with the senses. A Celtic tree circle,
stone maze and willow cathedral are places of
power. One or other of the many plants collected
enthusiastically for 35 years is always sprouting
and blossoming here: the rhododendron forest,
azalea glade, Japanese wood, hydrangea forest, lily
meadow, hosta meadow and a lot besides.
Opening times: 20th April to 20th September from
9 a.m. to dusk, or by arrangement.
9141 Sittersdorf/Eberndorf, Sonnegg 19
+43 (0)664/57 25 128
natur.blumenpark@gmail.com
www.natur-blumen-erlebnis-park.at

Places of Interest

Places of Interest

Opening times: 1st May – 31st October, open
daily from 10 a.m. – 5 p.m.
9375 Hüttenberg, Reiftanzplatz 18
+43 (0)4263/81 08
tourismus@huettenberg.at
www.huettenberg.at

Obir Stalactite Caves
The Obir Stalactite Caves, Austria’s fascinating
natural wonders, await you with their unique
cave worlds. The incomparable mixture of
natural and human influences, produced by a
symbiosis between 200 million years of history
and modern technology, fascinates young
and old alike. New multimedia effects at the
numerous information points highlight the
magnificent natural spectacle of the former
mine and the natural caves. It is only possible
to access the caves at 1,078 m above sea level
in the cave bus. The temperature in the caves
always remains constant at 8°C. Visitors are
advised to wear warm clothing and sensible
shoes. The adventure excursion takes about
three hours and we recommend that you book in
advance. For safety reasons, only children aged
4 and above are allowed in the caves.
9135 Bad Eisenkappel, Hauptplatz 7
+43 (0)4238/82 39
obir@hoehlen.at
www.hoehlen.at
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Bio Austria Kärnten

Bio Austria Kärnten

Benefiting the whole by eating organic food
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Actually, it’s only logical: Carinthia is organic.
With 16 per cent of its farmers being organic,
and just under 20 per cent of the area of its
agricultural land being organically farmed,
Austria is Europe’s top organic farming
country. In Carinthia, approximately 1,500
organic farmers farm an area of 26,000
hectares, in accordance with the strict
organic farming rules. Twelve per cent of her
farmers are organic farmers. Carinthia is
therefore a model organic region. It’s logical.
In their work, the organic farmers adhere to
basic principles of ecology, animal welfare,
food quality and fairness. Thus, on one hand
they achieve the high quality of their
foodstuffs, and on the other they contribute
to protecting the climate, preserving
biodiversity, building up a living soil and
keeping the air and water pure. Organic
farmers work the soil in harmony with

nature; organic agriculture is sustainable.
Consumers who eat organic foods are
benefiting both themselves and their families.
Anyone who gives the tasty foods offered by
local organic farmers a try becomes a climate
protection activist. If all Austrian consumers
ate only organic food, the nationwide
emission of greenhouse gases would be
reduced by three per cent.
Enjoying organic products means taking in
more minerals and micronutrients, more
vitamin C, more essential amino acids, more
nutrients, and fewer artificial flavourings and
colourants, pesticides and nitrates. And still
more important: organic foods are guaranteed
to be GM-free. Each organic product is
identifiable by its “organic reference” and
“organic control number2”.

Bio Austria Kärnten
Museumgasse 5
9020 Klagenfurt
+43 (0)463/33 263
kaernten@bio-austria.at
www.biomaps.at
www.bio-austria.at
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Carinthia Really Good

Carinthia Really Good

Carinthia tastes really good
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Wherever you see the label “Kärnten echt
gut” (“Carinthia really good”) on food, you
know it contains a piece of Carinthian
zest for life - and one can really taste
it! In the meantime, 18 Carinthian food
manufacturers are marketing their
products under this seal of quality, thus
ensuring that the added value remains
in the region. When they choose
“Kärnten echt gut”, customers can be
sure they’re getting only home-grown,
high-quality products. For Carinthia’s
brand producers, the customer is king.
It’s the customer who decides whether
local food production continues to
exist - and who decides about the
freshness, origin and composition of the
foods, through shopping in a qualityconscious way. Whenever you give
priority to local products with seals of
quality, you not only benefit yourself,
but also the region, the farmers, nature
and the economy. Local products
help to secure jobs and to keep added
value in the region. Trust is good, but
control is better: whoever chooses
freshness and regionalism experiences
the highest culinary delight multiplied
by 18: Kärntnermilch milk company,
Preblauer Heil und Mineralwasser
mineral water, Brauerei Hirt brewery,
Zimmermann
Gemüsespezialitäten

Verein Kärnten echt gut
Villacher Straße 93
9800 Spittal/Drau
+43 (0)4762/61 061-33
office@kaerntnermilch.at
www.kaerntenechtgut.at

vegetable specialities, Finkensteiner
Teigwarenfabrik
pasta
factory,
Lavanttaler Apfelsaft apple juice,
Fleischerei Goritschnigg butcher’s
shop, Kropfitsch Mehl flour, Vereinigte
Kärntner Brauereien AG breweries,
Gailtaler Almsennerei Alpine dairy,
Frierss & Söhne Wurstspezialitäten
sausage specialities, Brunner`s Kärntner
Nudeln noodles, Kunstmühlen Otto
Glanzer GmbH mills, Ilgenfritz butcher’s
shop, Bäckerei Wienerroither bakery,
Bäckerei Marinitsch bakery, Bäuerliche
Vermarktung Kärntner Fleisch meat
marketing and Bäckerei Schieder bakery.
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Glockner Lamb Ragout
in a Spaghetti Nest

Recipe

Ingredients:
400 g leg or shoulder of lamb
2 medium-sized onions
3 cloves of garlic
1 red pepper
3 tomatoes
150 g green beans and green pea pods
¼ litre red wine
A little mustard
Salt, pepper
Rosemary powder, caraway
A pinch of cayenne powder
Olive oil for frying
500 g spaghetti
Preparation:
Fry the onions and red pepper in the hot oil.
Quickly fry the roughly-diced lamb, and deglaze
with red wine, season with mustard, garlic, salt,
pepper, rosemary and caraway. Stew for 20
minutes in ¼ litre of lamb or beef stock, until
tender. Then add the peeled and diced
tomatoes, green beans and pea pods, plus a
small pinch of cayenne, and allow to simmer for
a further 15 minutes. In the meantime, boil the
spaghetti “al dente”, arrange like a nest on a
plate, pour the finished ragout over it, and
garnish with rosemary and nasturtium
blossoms.
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Original Gail Valley Woodcutter’s
Frigga

Ingredients:
120 g Gailtal Valley bacon
3 boiled potatoes
100 g Gailtal Valley Alpine cheese
Salt
Pepper

Recipe

Preparation:
Cut the Gailtal Valley bacon into strips, fry in
a heavy frying pan. Cut the boiled potatoes
into very fine slices, add them to the pan, and
brown them for a short time. Cover them with
roughly quarter-inch-thick slices of Gailtal
Valley Alpine cheese, and season with salt and
pepper. As soon as the cheese begins to melt,
place portions of it onto Polenta (original
Gailtal Valley maize semolina!) or on slices of
brown bread, and serve immediately.
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Spicy Gailtal Valley Bacon Soup

Ingredients:
150 g Gailtal Valley Bacon
1 medium-sized onion
4 tablespoons flour
¾ litre beef or vegetable stock
1 teaspoon paprika
Optional: 1 small pepperoni
1 medium-sized red pepper
1 shot of farmer’s schnapps
Salt, pepper

Recipe

Preparation:
Cut the Gailtal Valley Bacon (streaky, from pork
belly) into fine strips, and fry golden-brown in
a pot, using no fat. Chop up the onions finely
and fry in fat until transparent. Then add
the flour, and sweat until light brown while
stirring continuously. Pour the stock over the
onions and mix thoroughly with a wire whisk
to prevent lumps. Boil for a short time, then
turn down the heat and allow it to continue
simmering lightly. Dice the red pepper, and (if
used) the seeded pepperoni, into small pieces,
and add to the soup. Season with the paprika
powder, salt and pepper, and enhance flavour
with the schnapps.
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Carinthian “Reindling” Cake

Carinthian Reindling is made from kneaded
yeast dough and filled with cinnamon, sugar
and raisins.

Recipe

Yeast dough:
500 g flour
20 g yeast
50 - 100 g butter
¼ litre milk
1 egg and 1 egg yolk
50 g sugar
1 teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon aniseed
Filling:
50 g butter
100 g sugar
2 tablespoon cinnamon
100 g raisins
Butter for the baking dish
Preparation:
Make the yeast dough, let it rise well and
knead thoroughly.
Roll out to a thickness of 1 cm, and
sprinkle first with melted butter, then
sugar, cinnamon and raisins. Roll together
tightly. Curl into a spiral and place in a
well-buttered (preferably earthenware)
Rein (= baking dish of stoneware). Bake
at 180°. Allow to cool in the baking dish,
then tip it out.
Reindling is eaten at Eastertime, with
ham and eggs & horseradish. Carinthians
love having this pastry for breakfast or a
snack, with white coffee.
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Carinthian Cheese Noodles

Real Carinthian home-style cooking.
The ingredients are sufficient to make about
16 medium-sized noodles.

Recipe

Noodle Dough:
250 g plain flour
1 teaspoon salt
1 egg
6 - 8 tablespoons water or milk
Mix the flour, salt, egg and liquid thoroughly in
a bowl and knead into a smooth dough which
is not too thick. It is essential to cover the
dough and leave it for a few hours, preferably
overnight.
1. Curd Cheese & Potato Filling:
500 g potatoes
500 g crumbly curd cheese
1 teaspoon salt
50 g butter
50 g onions or leek
1 clove of garlic
1 teaspoon each of field mint and chervil herb,
a little marjoram
Boil the potatoes, peel while hot and mash
them. Crumble the curd cheese into them. Cut
the onions or leek and the garlic into fine slices,
fry them in butter, and chop the herbs finely.
Knead everything together thoroughly. Shape
the mixture into balls of any size you like.
2. Curd Cheese & Bread Roll Filling:
2 stale bread rolls
500 g curd cheese
1 teaspoon salt
50 g butter
50 g onions
1 egg
A little milk
Same spices as for filling No. 1
Cut up the bread rolls into small cubes. Sweat
the fine-chopped onions in butter, add the
bread, and lightly fry them both. Pour enough
milk over the bread rolls to slightly moisten
them. Add the rest of the ingredients, knead
everything together thoroughly, and shape
into balls.
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Jellied Prime Boiled Beef with Tomato
Vinaigrette and Pumpkinseed Sauce

Recipe

Ingredients:
300 g of prime boiled beef
1 carrot
1 yellow field carrot
Green beans
½ litre beef stock
35 g gelatine powder
4 tomatoes
½ onion
2 tablespoons balsamic vinegar
2 tablespoons cold-pressed olive oil
Salt, sugar
Fresh basil
4 tablespoons sour cream
2 tablespoons pumpkinseed oil
Salt, pepper

:

Preparation:
Dice the prime boiled beef. Wash, peel and
dice the vegetables, boil them and rinse with
cold water. Mix them with the prime boiled
beef and place in a casserole dish. Mix the
gelatine powder into the boiling beef stock
and allow it to boil up. Pour into the casserole
dish with the meat and vegetables, and leave
to cool. Place the tomatoes into boiling water
for 3 seconds, then rinse with cold water,
peel, remove cores, dice and season with
the vinegar, oil, salt, sugar and fresh basil. To
make the pumpkinseed sauce: mix the sour
cream, pumpkinseed oil, salt and pepper into
a smooth sauce.
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Apple Dumplings with Cider Sauce

Ingredients for dumplings:
500 g apples
100 g butter
100 g crumbs
60 g grated hazelnuts
60 g raisins
80 g sugar
2 pinches of ground cinnamon
Clove powder

Recipe

Ingredients for sauce:
600 ml cider
20 g cornflour
2 eggs
150 g sugar
4 cloves
1 cinnamon stick
Preparation:
Dice apples small, sweat them in butter.
Meanwhile, roast crumbs with hazelnuts.
Add sugar, cinnamon, clove powder, crumbs
and hazel-nuts to the apples and shape the
mixture into small balls. Coat balls with flour,
egg and crumbs, and fry thoroughly in fat. To
make the sauce: boil up 3/4 of the cider with
the cloves, sugar and cinnamon stick; then
mix the rest of the cider with the eggs and
cornflour, and stir into the boiling cider.
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Buckwheat & Apple Cake

Ingredients:
120 g butter
100 g sugar
3 eggs
the grated peel of ½ lemon
1 packet vanilla sugar
1 teaspoon baking powder
1 pinch of salt
200 g buckwheat flour
2 tablespoons milk
4 apples

Recipe

To decorate: 2 tablespoons apricot jam and
flaked almonds
Preparation:
Mix the butter with the sugar until frothy.
Gradually add the eggs with the grated peel of
½ lemon and the vanilla sugar, and mix until
fluffy. Mix the baking powder and salt into the
buckwheat flour and, together with the milk,
carefully fold into the mixture. Pre-heat the
oven to 200° C. Line a greased springform tin
with the dough. Wash the apples, cut them
into quarters, remove cores and place on the
dough with the round side upwards. Bake the
cake in the oven for about 30-40 minutes.
After it has cooled, spread the apricot jam on
top and sprinkle with flaked almonds.
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Buckwheat Semolina & Curd
Schmarren

Recipe

Ingredients:
500 g curd cheese
4 egg yolks
4 egg whites
1 pinch salt
1 packet vanilla sugar
80 g sugar
1/16 litre sour cream
50 g raisins
grated lemon peel of an organic lemon
40 g buckwheat semolina
120 g fine buckwheat flour
80 g butter
Preparation:
Beat the yolks with two thirds of the sugar and
all the vanilla sugar, until frothy. Strain the curd
cheese and mix with the frothy yolk and sugar
mixture. Add the sour cream, raisins and grated
lemon peel. Beat the egg whites together
with the salt and the rest of the sugar to the
consistence of “firm snow peaks”. Mix the
buckwheat flour and the buckwheat semolina
into the curd cheese mixture, and finally fold in
the egg white snow.
Put melted butter into a casserole dish, pour in
the curd cheese mixture, and cook everything
in the oven on a low heat.
You should frequently loosen the Buckwheat
Semolina & Curd Schmarren with two forks.
Bake for about 40-45 minutes.
Sprinkle the finished Buckwheat Semolina &
Curd Schmarren with icing sugar and serve
with stewed fruit or apple sauce.
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